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Welcome to the
7 th edition of the Architecture
Film Festival Rotterdam.
Jord den Hollander and Wies Sanders
President and Director of the AFFR

the latest developments even when there is no festival!
Besides this, we organise the highly-popular rooftop
screenings on top of extraordinary buildings.

Welcome to the seventh edition of the Architecture
Film Festival Rotterdam. The past years have had
a dramatic influence on the construction industry:
projects were cancelled, put on hold or brought to a
standstill halfway through construction. This only seems
to have encouraged filmmakers even more to produce
inspiring stories about the built environment. With the
theme of this edition, “Time Machine”, we ask ourselves
how the marks of time can help us to reflect on the
future. Not surprisingly the festival’s opening venue, the
impressive Fenixloods 1 on Katendrecht, Rotterdam, can
be considered one large time machine.

Our network of international collaborations with
filmmakers, producers, festivals and universities
continues to spread further and further. In the past two
years the AFFR has offered advice and assisted with
the programming of festivals in Aviles (Spain), Santiago
(Chile) and Lisbon (Portugal). We feel flattered that our
activities are recognised throughout the world and we
are encouraged by so many enthusiastic and talented
colleagues.

Many premières and exceptional programmes make
the AFFR a major international reference point and,
simultaneously, also the most accessible festival in terms
of films about the urban environment and architecture.
Once again we are presenting a programme with
historical perspective, new techniques, striking initiatives
from all over the world, and personal stories with a
connection to the urban environment and architecture.

The AFFR is made possible thanks to many funds, the
municipality of Rotterdam, and businesses that offer us
financial and moral support. Without their confidence,
financial assistance and moral support the festival
would certainly be impossible. The festival, the rooftop
screenings, the partner programmes, the database and
the web site would never be achievable, however, without
the enormous commitment and boundless enthusiasm of
our armada of freelancers and volunteers! We are deeply
indebted to them.

In this edition, in addition to the film screenings and
together with several partners, the AFFR is organising
fascinating programmes each focusing on a specific
theme. And on 26 and 27 October, two weeks after the
Rotterdam festival, condensed festival editions will be
held in Groningen and Heerlen where ten films will be
screened. So there are no more excuses for missing the
films!
In addition to organising the biennial festival the AFFR
is also spreading its wings in time and space. We are
continually adding to our online film database and on the
AFFR web site we review interesting films and publish
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The city as time machine,
an endless inspiration for
film-makers
Jord den Hollander
“ … while I walked through this patchwork of streets and buildings from different
ages I realised the city was another big Time Machine ….”
H. G. Wells, science fiction writer

right. Ours is a world in which we very consciously
experience the times we live in.

Time Machine, the theme of AFFR 2013, indicates
a current tendency in urbanism and architecture.
Owing to the economic crisis, the turnover speed of
existing building stock has slowed, and the decision
to demolish and replace a building that no longer
yields a profit is not taken as quickly as it used to be.
One consequence is that structures that lose their
function are left vacant rather than demolished.
This compels us to consider new ways to reuse
such abandoned structures. Another consequence
is that our cityscapes do not change as rapidly as
they previously did, and the slower pace of change
might well be considered an achievement in its own

Beyond the traditional network of developers and
buildings, new coalitions recognize opportunities to
inject new life into vacant buildings through smallscale interventions or to allocate undeveloped land
for temporary purposes. Their often unorthodox
approach encourages us to look afresh at that city
‘patchwork’. How can we draw inspiration from that
constructed time machine, from that continually
changing image of imperfection, incompleteness and,
especially, meaningful anticipation?
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neighbourhoods for no other reason than the pursuit
of profit. A fisherman kindles a log fire to fry his catch,
while right behind him a real estate agent shows clients
around a model home 250 metres up in a tower. It’s
the only fully furnished home in the 1100-apartment
tower. All the others are empty, waiting to be sold
when prices rise.

This time machine also turns out to be an endless
source of inspiration for film-makers, as we learn from
the wide range of films that deal with incompletion,
stagnation and uncertainty about the future. As
always, it is the drama of human failure that appeals
to the film-makers. By revealing human resilience and
ability to improvise in always searching for paradise,
these films are essential viewing for architects and
urbanists — and for people in search of nourishment
from the cheerful struggles of others. Here’s a small
selection from the rich programme:

The man who prints houses
What is the answer to the new era? Enrico Dini
thinks he’s found it with the new 3D printer. He
sees possibilities to build houses with it, and maybe
even whole cities. But not everyone believes in his
dreams, his private life is in tatters, and lunar regolith
turns out to be unaffordable. These are just some
of the setbacks that Dini encounters. This hilarious
film is a portrait of a man that you have to love for
his perseverance and optimism. Is 3D printing the
new Holy Grail for construction? Or will it soon end
up gathering dust on the shelf alongside other time
machines?

Kleiburg, the last Bijlmer building
Kleiburg is a fascinating account, by director Jeroen
Visser, of the once-celebrated but quickly condemned
Bijlmermeer district in Amsterdam. At the time of its
completion in the 1960s, the district was deemed the
apotheosis of Dutch public housing, a place that would
make the happiness of tens of thousands of poorly
housed Amsterdammers complete. But not long
thereafter the district came in for criticism because
of its vast scale, desolate character and lack of safety.
The Kleiburg housing complex is an example of glory
followed by decline and then tentative revival.

The future is uncertain in so many ways, but these
films make one thing clear: we live in unprecedented
times that, more than ever before, offer space for
experiments and new avenues.

Unfinished Italy
Why are so many buildings left unfinished in Italy?
Film-maker Benoit Felici ponders this question in
this road movie. On his journey he comes across
the weirdest ruins of buildings that people once
optimistically started to construct, but never managed
to finish. Some of them are already occupied, while
others are overgrown with weeds. This beautifully
filmed and humorous tour to the time machines of
Italy has already won prizes at many festivals.

Kleiburg, de laatste Bijlmerflat
Jeroen Visser
1 Saturday Oct 12 15.30 hrs
2 Sunday Oct 13 22.00 hrs
G Saturday Oct 26 14.00 hrs
H Saturday Oct 26 18.30 hrs
Unfinished Italy
Benoit Felici
1 Friday Oct 11, 17.45 hrs
2 Sunday Oct 13, 19.30 hrs
G Saturday Oct 26 15.15 hrs
H Sunday Oct 27 18.50 hrs

Haus Tugendhat
What do you do with masterpieces that have fallen
into disuse? Do you reveal the traces of time in
their renovation? Or do you instead try to restore
everything to how it once was? The film tells the story
of the Tugendhat heirs and their difficult struggle in
the 21st century to breathe new life into this exquisite
corpse. Their efforts result in the building as Mies
intended it, but is everybody so happy with that?

Haus Tugendhat
Dieter Reifarth
1 Friday Oct 11, 17.30 hrs
h Saturday Oct 26, 19.50 hrs
g Sunday Oct 27, 16.30 hrs
Caos en la Ciudad
Enrique Pérez
1 Saturday Oct 12 21.15 hrs
The man who prints houses
Mark Webb & Jack Wake-Walker
1 Friday Oct 11, 22.00 hrs

Caos en la Ciudad
For speculative reasons that nobody can grasp,
Panama City is turning into a crazy ghost town
crammed with residential towers, hundreds of metres
tall, which are almost empty, waiting for the moment
they can be sold for a profit. This is a baffling process
in which residents are driven from their familiar
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Jumping back and
forth in time
BY
Peter Bosma
In the deepest essence of its existence, film is an intangible product. For
a long time film was only available as the projection of a fast beam of light
on a large screen, accompanied by muffled sounds from the loudspeakers
behind the screen. However, since the arrival of the video recorder we
have become accustomed to controlling the films we view: we can stop the
film image, wind it forwards or backwards and control the speed at will.
And yet we can never hold a film in our hands, it remains an intangible
object. As a film viewer we can only surrender ourselves to the illusion of
the motion of the images and the suggestions of the sound track.
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Future, part two (1989) the characters subsequently
travel into the future, set in 2015, in which all manner
of disasters threaten that can only narrowly be
averted. The tone remains light-hearted, it is, after all,
a comedy.

Film then consists of images and sounds that can only
exist in a continuous time frame. This linear period of
time is fixed, but within this framework filmmakers
are free to jump back and forth in time and to
mould it at will: they can stretch a moment in time
indefinitely or, on the contrary, condense an action
by fragmenting it. Consequently film is in all respects
an unparalleled time machine.

The ultimate time travel
The ultimate film with a time machine as the central
theme in my opinion is La Jetée (Chris Marker, 1962).
It is a marvellous, poetic reverie depicted in blackand-white stills (it is a photo film), accompanied by
a hallucinating sound track. The Third World War
has broken out and the survivors are forced to live
underground. They want to travel in time to save
their lives. The scientists experiment with people
who can recollect the past vividly. They select a man
who, in his dreams, is obsessed by one, impressive
image from his childhood when he was standing on
an observation platform at a large airport. A woman
is looking at him and he sees a man running who is
shot dead. This powerful dream image transports him
into a time wave. The experiment succeeds: he comes
into contact with people from different periods in
time, also from the future. He chooses, however, to
return to that moment in his past, chiefly to search
for the mysterious woman. Suddenly he understands
the situation: the man who is shot is himself. This is
no plot spoiler, because the story is merely a stepping
stone for multi-layered, amazing events. You can
look and listen to La Jetée time and time again, and
still see new things during this twenty-six minutelong film. For example, the austere, modernistic
architecture of Orly Airport in the sixties, and the
still-oppressive design of an underground apocalyptic
world.

Past, future, and the recurring
present
A machine for travelling in time is a popular and
frequently-used theme in film scripts. The possible
existence of such a machine stirs the imagination.
Imagine being able to revisit the past or, on the
contrary, that you could whizz to the future.
However, if the time traveller is not careful the time
loop can also come to a standstill, or become trapped
in a repetitive cycle.
The recurring motif of a time loop serves as the basis
of the highly successful thriller Source Code (Duncan
Jones, 2011), in which a man on a moving train has
just a few minutes to find a bomb and defuse it. He
fails time and again but luckily he can start all over
again and in this way he gradually comes closer to the
solution. Naturally there is a happy ending, but it only
comes at the very last moment. The most famous
film with a clock that is repeatedly turned back is
the comedy Groundhog Day (Harold Ramis, 1993)
in which, thanks to the time loop, a cantankerous
and arrogant weatherman transforms himself into a
helpful and charming person, as a result of which he,
too, becomes happier. This is, indeed, a somewhat
moralistic happy ending, but Bill Murray dispels any
objections in this respect with his charm.

During this edition of the AFFR you too can travel
in time, to the past and to the future. Take good care
though, because time travel is not without its risks!

A voyage into the past can also be a splendid means
of giving mild, moralistic criticism about one’s
own time. Part one of Back to the Future (Robert
Zemeckis, 1985) is a delightful comedy with a light,
philosophical edge, but most especially a film that
takes great pleasure in giving the viewer cursory
winks as it merrily polishes up some old clichés. For
example, the trendy teenager from the eighties
soon notices that a body warmer in the fifties is an
unknown garment, everyone thinks it is a life jacket.
His time travel transforms him from being a cool and
composed guy into the village idiot, but he also has
skills that are useful in his new environment: take
the hilarious scène in which he turns a go-cart into
a skateboard. Also his anachronistic, frenzied guitar
solo at a school party is a superb aside. In Back to the

related films:
The Time Machin in alphabetic order
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1 Thursday Oct 10 - 20.30 hrs
2 Sunday Oct 13 - 13.00 hrs

film:
THE COMPETITION
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vanity fair

MARINA VAN DEN BERGEN

Angel Borrego Cubero
related films:
16 Acres
Reaching for the sky
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learn that Foster decided to drop out a week after
the announcement of the participants in the second
round.

Competition films are a popular sub-genre among
architecture films. They employ a cast-iron formula in
which the film-maker follows one or more designers
as they take part in a design competition. You see
them sketching and making models and you listen
in on design discussions. Instead of meticulously
documenting the design process itself, competition
films focus more on the tension that mounts as
the deadline looms, on the moment the results are
announced, and on the stress involved in realising the
winning design. Plenty of that stress was in evidence in
the documentary Lost Town (2009) by Jörg Adolph,
screened at AFFR in 2011, which follows the efforts of
two likeable young German architects as they seek to
realise their winning design for a landmark in Walton
in England, only for disillusionment and tension to
increase as time goes by.

Taking part in a ‘vague’ competition is one thing, but
why would a star architect then allow someone to film
the design process? In the case of The Competition,
only one answer seems possible: vanity. The more
extreme something is, the more media attention it’s
going to generate, Nouvel must have thought. And
so it is. The ups and downs within his office feature
extensively. Nouvel himself snarls and barks as the
dynamism of the process is captured with a handheld
camera. This occasionally gives viewers a slight bout
of queasiness, especially when Gaston, Nouvel’s
project manager, with the cameraman on his tail, has
to make yet another sprint to make it on time for an
audition with his boss.
Hadid and Gehry don’t open the door too wide, and
thus they keep control of how they come across as
architects. For that, too, is an art, one that Perrault
hasn’t fully mastered yet, as we see right before the
presentation of his design.

Competition films are celebrations of recognition,
with an occasional dash of perverse delight thrown in.
And of course there is the satisfaction of unabashed
voyeurism when such a film offers us a look behind
the scenes of star architects, which is what we get
in The Competition (Angel Borrego Cubero, 2013).
In late 2007, architect Borrego Cubero spent four
months following the architects that took part in
the second round of the competition for a national
museum in Andorra la Vella, the capital of the ministate Andorra, located in the middle of the Pyrenees.
Those invited by the government to come up with
a design concept for the museum in the centre of
the small historical town, population 25,000, were
no small fry: Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry, Norman
Foster, Jean Nouvel (four Pritzker Prize winners)
and Dominique Perrault. Contrary to expectations,
The Competition is not so much about the project
in Andorra but about the clash between the
participating offices, and Borrego Cubero seems
intent on holding up a mirror to architects as a
professional group.

The Competition does not excite. None of the
participants arouses our sympathy, and their
proposals are all theatrically iconic objects that fail to
become favourites. Just as pop musicians are doomed
to a life of sex, drugs and rock ’n roll, the architects
in The Competition are condemned to remain inside
a black, white and grey world in which they produce
foam models 24/7. This depiction of the practice of
architecture should offer food for thought for many
a designer.

Within the first five minutes, Norman Foster
makes a remark that lets viewers know that things
aren’t going to turn out well in the end. Hadid,
Gehry, Nouvel and Perrault know nothing at that
stage of course. Or do they? Why do these star
architects take part in a design competition that is
vaguely formulated and, on top of that, changes in
programme during the process? For the €40,000
fee that each participating offices receives simply for
taking part? For the opportunity to test concepts?
In the hope that, just maybe, the museum might get
built? We never find out why exactly, though we do
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1 Saturday Oct 12 - 17.30 hrs
g Saturday Oct 26 - 19.30 hrs

film:
Conversations
in Milton Keynes
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New town
Milton Keynes

Ivan Nio

Ingo Baltes

related films:
Kleiburg, de laatste Bijlmerflat
the gruen effect
The Pedway, elevating London
Tlatelolco
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In its spatial structure and suburban character, the
new town of Milton Keynes, eighty kilometres northwest of London, would seem to have more in common
with Los Angeles than with a city like Bristol. That’s
because of its extremely low density and emphasis
on car travel, with a layout in the form of a grid of
main roads, an extensive network of cycle lanes and
footpaths, and a park system, all of which have earned
the town a certain cult status. The design for the
new town of 250,000 inhabitants was elaborated
in the early 1970s by a team of young architects led
by Derek Walker. Those designers believed in a new
society centred on mobility, freedom of choice for
residents, and an increase in consumerism. They
drew inspiration from the progressive ideas of the
American planner Melvin Webber concerning a
‘non-place urban realm’ and ‘communities without
propinquity’.

every day and drinks it outside on a bench while
familiar faces greet him. It feels like a public moment.
The film examines a number of places, chief among
them the town centre, which consists of a huge
shopping mall. From the conversations we learn that
public space is privatized and that demonstrations are
prohibited. Even though the centre is closed during
the evening hours, the film shows us that there’s still
always something to do, with seniors gathering for
a ‘dansant’ and youths meeting up in the mall. Has
Victor Gruen’s vision of a democratic shopping centre
become a reality here? Derek Walker grumbles as he
points out that the public character of the building
has been eroded. Meanwhile, we see that people do
come to the building and parade through it, leaving
us to wonder about the extent to which the average
resident is all that concerned about the lack of a
genuine public domain.

How do you address the obvious criticism of Milton
Keynes as a town that doesn’t correspond with today’s
ideal of a compact and vibrant town? It’s difficult
not to hold a negative opinion of the town from the
outset, especially when a bus driver drops you on the
edge of Milton Keynes in the evening. That’s what
happened to Ingo Baltes, director of Conversations in
Milton Keynes. From there he had to set off on foot
in search of the centre, tentatively feeling his way
through a maze of poorly illuminated cycle lanes and
viaducts without any signs of life, before he got lost.

Let’s get one thing clear: the appeal of Milton
Keynes is not its public domain. The life of the new
town encompasses more and is more layered than
outsiders might suspect. Residents unite in all sorts
of social networks, outside the town centre there are
places of significance that attract plenty of visitors,
and there is a fair amount of employment available
in Milton Keynes. We don’t get to see any of that in
the film, but we do get something else. In one scene
the perspective of the viewer changes radically when
the film-maker forces his way into a showroom home
where future occupants are considering what carpet
to choose. They are thrilled about the size of the
master bedroom, and through the window they can
see the centre of Milton Keynes in the distance. And
it is precisely here, in the promise of a comfortable
private sphere, that we find the raison d’être for this
new town.

But Baltes suspends judgement. In his documentary
he contrasts images of places and buildings with the
views of residents and professionals. Eleven people
tell their story, among them the 82-year-old Derek
Walker, who explains his design once again, and
a ‘trolleyologist’, who gathers up all the shopping
trolleys abandoned in the neighbourhoods. The
footage presents a gloomy picture of desolate areas
beneath threatening, overcast skies, with the ominous
sound of barking dogs and the constant din of traffic.
All of that contributes to a depressing feeling that the
promise of progress will not be fulfilled in this town.
Despite everything, the new town turns out to be a
pleasant place to live in many respects. It certainly
seems to be the perfect place for Robbie, who tears
along the grid of roads in his customized Ford XR3i,
stealing the show with his sound system in the car
park in the evening. ‘I love speed’, he explains, and
Milton Keynes seems to have been made for him and
his friends. Then there’s Ronald, the jovial alcoholic,
who gets his beer from the supermarket in the centre
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film:
Reconversão

Thom Andersen
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Terugvormen Souto de Moura

Aldo Trim

related films:
the beauty of decay
Margaret Staal-Kropholler
Eames, the architect and the
painter.
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A modern architecture movement developed in
Portugal in the nineteen eighties. Alvaro Siza was one
of the driving forces and Eduardo Souto de Moura
(1952), who was later to be awarded the Pritzker
Architecture Prize in 2011, followed in his footsteps.
Reconversão is a report of a journey past seventeen
of Souto de Moura’s projects.
When Eduardo Souto de Moura established his
own architectural firm in 1980, he observed that
Portugal at that time had moved from a traditional
architecture culture straight to Post Modernism,
without ever having passed through a modern
movement. In response to this the architect wanted
to forge a link between the traditional and this Post
Modernism: he considered it his task to search for
a more appropriate, modern, Portuguese style. In
the past thirty years Souto de Moura has amassed a
unique portfolio that is characterised by constructing
a continuum in time, a blending of the traditional with
the contemporary.
Translated freely, “Reconversão” means
“reconversion”. Souto de Moura’s reconversion
entails seeking the essence of a location and
perfecting it by means of architecture. He uses
existing characteristics in the locality as a guide for
a design. Where no usable characteristics exist, he
creates a pre-existence to which he relates his design.
The preparation for this is frequently also the design
concept. Sometimes that preparation or staging of
the locality takes longer than in the actual design
itself, as the house near Moledo do Minho in the film
demonstrates. The landscape setting for this house
was thoroughly “re-fashioned” – though this was a
relatively modest intervention. And consider, too, the
football stadium in Braga for which part of a mountain
slope was blown up in order to embed the stadium in
the slope, just like a Roman amphitheatre.

AFFR ∕ 2013

The film technique used by Peter Bo Rappmund for
Reconversão is comparable with Eduard Muybridge’s
early motion studies, such as the horse in motion. A
succession of photographs capture the image more
sharply and make movements more discernible
to the human eye. The flutter of a leaf on a tree
becomes a celebration. It also captures the silence,
the timelessness of Souto de Moura’s architecture
more intensely, and the details in the design and
materials applied are more pronounced. This makes
Reconversão an interesting architectural study,
but it also questions whether the significance of
architecture is really relevant. The cinematography
is so aesthetic that it is quite possible that the
architecture is merely a tool to create splendid
images.
Because the film makes no attempt at interpretation
and Souto de Moura is not constantly speaking about
his own work, the viewer is free to form his or her own
opinions or relax and enjoy the images. Information is
provided in the form of a voice-over by Encke King,
spoken in a monotone. Texts by Souto de Moura
are quoted in order to explain the projects, whereby
the architect is, in fact, indirectly speaking to the
viewer. At the end of Reconversão the viewer does
eventually get to see Souto de Moura during a brief
interview: the architect brings the film to a close with
a story about his motivations. Image, narrative and
architecture lead to a well-balanced documentary
that is anything but a standard architectural
monograph.

The architect’s fascination for ruins is a recurring
theme in the documentary. A fascination that is not
prompted by nostalgic romanticism but, by Souto de
Moura’s interest in the atmosphere of uncertainty
and incompleteness that it represents for him. A ruin
is not only a historical object, but a reason to position
his architecture in time. The ruin then becomes a
pioneer for the contemporary. In Baiao he designed
a weekend house next to an existing ruin. The client
actually wanted to convert the ruin into a home, but
the architect saw in the remains the potential to give
the place more significance. The weekend house was
finally built on the neighbouring hill.
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film:
Drop City
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Drop City,
a time machine

JORD DEN HOLLANDER

Joan Grossman

related films:
Special: Informele steden
If you built it
Special: Urban transformations
in Africa
Fallen City
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Buckminster Fuller was so impressed by their work
that in 1966 he awarded the makers of Drop City
his Dymaxion Award. Not only in recognition of
the innovative architecture of the domes, in which
techniques were applied that, in those days, were
unprecedentedly-revolutionary and original, but
chiefly because of the poetic impact that the
structures radiated. The latter was precisely what a
group of young artists had in mind in 1965, building a
new commune based on wonderment, a far cry from
all the clichés of The American Dream.
Miles from anywhere, in the magnificent expanse of
Colorado near the village of Trinidad, they found a
plot of land and began building their Utopia. In just a
few years it blossomed into a collection of colourful,
geodetic domes comprising regular triangular and
rectangular forms made out of re-used materials
found in the area. The smaller domes were for living
in, various domes served as workshops and as party
facilities and a particularly-outstanding, double dome
was furnished as a theatre: Drop City.
The name Drop City emanated from the
experimental art that the artists had made earlier and
that, in the form of “a happening”, they had dropped
out of their studio window onto the pavement to
make the art genuinely accessible for everyone: Drop
Art. “We were making something out of nothing and
doing it together”, says Gene Bernofsky, a pioneer
from the very first hour and now seventy-two years
old, in the film. The amazement of those involved
can still be heard in the interviews in this fascinating
documentary about the direction that their first,
innocent, experiments took.
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with axes and saws to use as covering for the domes.
In a probing way, this film makes one thing clear:
everything relating to sustainability and reuse now
being “invented” had already been tried and tested
almost fifty years ago in Drop City.
Drop City was said to be the ideal love and peace
centre and it quickly became a magnet that attracted
freaked-out hippies, Indian gurus and shamans
in search of free sex. And then one day someone
turned up with a mobile LSD factory. “Everybody
was suddenly on acid, except me” recollects one
inhabitant, “maybe that’s why I was so depressed”.
Drop City developed into an event that not only
attracted strange and, especially, stoned figures but
also all kinds of riffraff, layabouts and other shady
types. While all over the globe communes were being
created with the most marvellous buildings after their
great example, in Colorado the original inhabitants
left Drop City to eventually become more or less
honourable citizens.
Things smouldered on for a time in Colorado, but
Drop City ended up becoming a ghost town. And
anyone who goes there, passing through the still
breathtaking landscape at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains, can see the remains of the domes as
evidence of a lost Utopia. The film Drop City is a
fantastic account of the age-long quest for the ideal
society. “It’s a time machine” says Gene Bernofsky
as he stares at the remains of his Utopia, “a good idea
that couldn’t survive”.

Without any deliberate intention, Drop City
developed into the iconic example for all hippie
communes that followed. This was how you should
tackle things if you wanted to turn your back on
the big, bad, outside world. This was freedom, you
know. In the meantime the inhabitants of Drop City
lived on practically nothing, having to get by on the
donations that they received from giving tours of
the site and their art performances. With the mass
of 8 mm film archive material that the inhabitants
shot themselves, the documentary provides a
brilliant picture of the counterculture of the day.
Compelled by their limited budgets the “Droppers”,
as they called themselves, sought new techniques to
create their structures and to provide energy. Scrap
yards round the cities served as the most important
source for materials. Car roofs were demolished
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THE MEEK ARCHITECT

Arthur Wortmann

film:
16 Acres

Richard Hankin
related films:
City:Hall
Le Paysage interieur
Harpa
The chronicles of the last temple
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In the twelve years since the attack on the towers of
the World Trade Center in New York, Americans have
successfully engaged in unresolved wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq (at a cost of over 2 trillion dollars, interest not
included). Clearing up the mess on Ground Zero isn’t
going as smoothly, however. Richard Hankin’s documentary 16 Acres looks at the scheming that has gone on
surrounding the disaster site. While the decision-making
process for devastating and pointless wars proceeded
smoothly thanks to that typically American interweaving
of politics, military leadership and weapons industry,
Ground Zero reflected ‘democracy at work’. And that
meant an inextricable knot of conflicting interests. Architecture critic Philip Nobel explains it at the start of
the film as follows: ‘The site was being asked to do the
impossible. No commercial office building that I know
of in the history of offices and commerce has ever been
asked to also be a symbol of defiant renewal, vengeance,
or healing. It’s just not what skyscrapers do.’
Director Hankin mixes archival footage from all sorts of
news sources with interviews with countless figures involved. We see how the Republican politicians who hold
power in New York first set up an organization whose
main aim is to keep the decision-making process within
the party. Beyond that, all they are interested in are
photo opportunities at politically useful moments, resulting in a whole series of ridiculous ‘groundbreaking ceremonies’. We see how 25 different government agencies
are involved in the planning process, which makes taking
decisions impossible. We see how relatives of survivors
think they enjoy a moral right to exert more influence
than others because of their emotions.
And we see Larry Silverstein. That commercial interests
were at stake was forgotten when, immediately after
the attack, the idea was to leave Ground Zero vacant
and turn it into a memorial park was put forward. After
all, the most expensive land on Manhattan cannot be
left unbuilt. Six weeks before 9/11, property magnate
Silverstein had leased the WTC towers for a period of
99 years. He was covered by insurance of course, but
was 9/11 a single terrorist attack, or two? That difference
meant billions of dollars to insurance firms, which is why
it became the subject of years of legal wrangling. In the
meantime, Silverstein had to pay 10 million dollars every
month for towers that no longer existed.
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‘Seek out the visionaries!’ An international architecture
competition was therefore held, which was eventually
won by Daniel Libeskind. His ideas for the so-called
‘Freedom Tower’ (a name that has since been replaced
by ‘One World Trade Center’) were intended to get the
process back on track. Which is not to say that any of
those directly involved took him seriously; he was expertly shoved aside straight away.
In presenting the projects, Libeskind had told the best
possible story to sell the scheme, about his arrival in New
York as a teenager on a boat with other immigrants and
about the indelible impression the New York skyline had
made on him. And his metaphors struck all the right
chords among the wider public. But his proposal didn’t
receive broad support. The Lower Manhattan Development Company, which oversaw the competition, had
actually chosen the scheme by Rafael Viñoly as winner,
only for Governor George Pataki to personally intervene
and ensure that Libeskind was awarded first prize regardless. Leaseholder Silverstein, meanwhile, only wanted
to work with his pals at SOM and wanted nothing to do
with an architect who had never built a skyscraper. So
although Libeskind was publicly feted as ‘master planner’,
SOM was working out an entirely new proposal. At first,
that proposal seemed to resemble the prize-winning
design to some small extent, but by the next phase of
design, after yet another impasse in the process, just
one single aspect of Liberkind’s scheme remained: the
symbolic height of 1776 feet (a reference to the year
the Union declared its independence). By that stage
we see Libeskind turning up obediently at every photo
opportunity – always grinning sheepishly – every time a
politician required a bit of publicity.
16 Acres thus presents Ground Zero not as a symbol of
renewal, revenge, solidarity or recovery, but as a symbol
of cheerless impotence. Mohamed Atta will be laughing
in his grave.

When in 2002 the first plans for the redevelopment of
the site – drawn up by architecture firm Beyer Blinder
Belle – generated no enthusiasm whatsoever from the
public and the process had ground to a complete halt,
a clever scheme had to be devised. Or as Nobel put it:
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Pearls in the
landscape

1 Sunday October 13 - 13.00 hrs

film: in context

jasper huizinga en lotte veltman

Theo Hauben

1 Friday October 11 - 19.45 hrs

film: Sizígia

luis urbano

1 Sunday October 13 - 21.15 hrs

film: don giovanni

Joseph Losey

related films:

Shorts programme: Movements
Lost Rivers
Harpa

Architects have a problematic relationship with
the landscape. In urban areas architects justify
a building with the requisite programme and relate it to the developed context. Building in the
landscape frequently raises the question of why
a programme should be added at all: competing
with a splendid or robust landscape is generally
already a lost cause for the building. Three films
show what it is about: romance.
Architects Gunnar Daan and Cor Kalfsbeek have
made a prominent contribution to the architecture in the empty landscape of the northern
Netherlands. In the documentary In Context
they comment on each other’s work. The projects they review are meticulously embedded in
the landscape. Daan, however, vividly explains
what the relationships are: “if a new house has
the semblance of enjoying the landscape, then
the landscape will also enjoy the house”.
In the short film Sizígia the architect, Álvaro
Siza, does not actually speak. This is not a
shortcoming. Fortunately, the Leça da Palmeira
swimming pool complex on the Portuguese
coast requires no explanation. Siza tamed the
seawater, transforming it into a calm, inviting
expanse of water in an irresistible combination
of an artificial concrete construction and a capital landscape. In anticipation of swimmers and,
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presumably, one or two architecture tourists, we
follow the not-very communicative caretaker as
he prepares the complex for the new season.
Andrea Palladio (1508-1580) was possibly the
first architect who intentionally positioned his
villas in the landscape. In the film version of Mozart’s Don Gioavanni (1979), we are treated to
three hours of Palladio’s work. Villa Rotonda in
Vicenza forms one of the decors in this splendid
production by Joseph Losey. The problematic
relationship between the architect and the
landscape also originates, strangely enough, from
Palladio himself. His four books on architecture
mainly explore the relationships and structure of
a building, but he pays little attention to positioning the building in a landscape, whereas studies
have revealed that he was extremely exacting in
this respect. His preferred site for a building was
on top of a hill or a spot by a river.
Without the rationality of the programme and
without a developed context, architecture in the
landscape can be judged by its relationship to the
landscape and its affinity with the user. Listening
to architects talking about this romantic concept
is somewhat discomforting. Looking at architecture in the landscape, on the contrary, is very
comforting.
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Living in the
City Centre

1 sunday oct 13 - 21.45 UUR

film: skyhouse

Jonathan Robinson

Cristina Ampatzidou
1 sunday oct 13 - 21.45 UUR

film: MEN AT LUNCH

Seán O Cualáin
related films:

Haus Tugendhat

They are all located in the heart of global cities;
in the case of Intercalary Spaces it’s Tokyo and
in the case of the Skyhouse, it’s New York. But
there are vast differences between inhabiting a
fancy Manhattan apartment and living in a Tokyo
‘pet house’.
The Skyhouse, by architect David Hotson, is a
luxurious penthouse on top of a historic Manhattan skyscraper. The density of the city around
has no influence on the house, which expands
generously over three levels, connected visually
by a spiraling stainless steel slide. The architect
has created a series of interesting corners, exposing the original steel structure, one of the first
in the city. The cinematography has the feel of
a glossy architectural magazine; we see no signs
of life, everything is clean and designed to the
detail, as if no one has inhabited this space yet.
The only presence in this peculiar white cube is
a model, whose airy, yet staged choreography
is guiding us through the playful gestures of the
architect.
Intercalary Spaces begins with an ornithologist
explaining that crows may or may not use natural or human made materials in building their
nests, depending on their taste, pretty much in
the same way people choose where and how to
lead their lives. Apparently, both humans and
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crows like living in the heart of the city and this
metaphor forms the narrative thread of this documentary.
Referring back to the history of urban development in Tokyo, new streets have been cutting
through old neighborhoods, leaving left over
pieces of land that were consequently developed
by their owners into amazingly well ordered and
inventive miniature buildings, which help maintain a sense of human scale in the architecture
of the global city. The lack of amenities inside
the houses leads to the expansion of domestic
life into the urban surroundings, in a way that
strengthens the social interaction between neighbors. Through the stories of their architects and
present inhabitants, we learn about the mastery
of elevating these humble sites into highly efficient, yet exceptional examples of architectural
design.
In short, while the Skyhouse is a film about an
architect’s vision creating an enclosed private
universe, Intercalary Spaces demonstrates that
no matter how condensed a space is, it offers
possibilities for everyone to benefit from.
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The value of
visual quality

1 Friday Oct 11 - 13.30 hrs

film: the dark city
Ian Cheney

Luc de Vries

1 Saturday Oct 12- 13.30 hrs
H Sunday Oct 27 - 16.00 hrs

film: This Space Available

Marc and Gwenaelle Gobé

Visual pollution is essentially an urban
phenomenon that confronts the majority of the
world’s population every day. The alleged negative
effects of this form of pollution are difficult to
substantiate scientifically, and that’s why the
value of The City Dark and This Space Available is
largely that they demonstrate the importance of
visual quality. Both films begin in New York, and
from there they set out to consider the issue of
light pollution and then billboard pollution, not
only in the United States but also in large cities
across the world.
The City Dark starts with film-maker Ian
Cheney’s amazement at the invisibility of the
star-spangled sky over New York after dark. The
documentary is a quest to discover the effects
of light pollution on the health of people and
animals, alternating with wonderful footage of
the starry sky. Mild in tone, the film becomes
briefly tense as it delves into a study of the
relationship between night-time illumination and
breast cancer, until it turns out that good curtains
are enough to solve the problem. Cheney states
the problems but puts them in perspective too.
What impresses most is the footage of a night
sky filled with millions of visible stars, precisely
what city dwellers miss out on every night. And
although clever lighting designs can, to some
extent, counter the diffusion of illumination
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required to ensure the safety of city residents,
the reappearance of a pitch-black sky featuring a
visible Milky Way is not something the majority
of the world’s population can expect to witness.
What is possible, however, is to tackle the visual
pollution caused by outdoor advertising. That
is the activist tone of This Space Available, a
film that reports on the advance of billboards,
dictated by commercial motives, which are
monopolizing public space with an everincreasing shamelessness. And it highlights the
struggle conducted by a small group of activists
who attempt to stop powerful advertising
companies by means of playful campaigns.
The government, it seems, has long given up the
struggle, and even the Highway Beautification
Act from President Johnson had scarcely
any effect. In rising economies like India and
China too, the number of billboards is rising
exponentially. Although the battle for value-free
public space appears lost, it was won in Sao Paulo
where, sure enough, beautiful buildings appeared
once the billboards were demolished. Likewise, in
Houston the message has sunk in that banning
outdoor advertisements results in a visually
more attractive city and, consequently, a more
appealing place for businesses to locate. From
unexpected quarters, therefore, comes a decisive
economic argument against intrusive outdoor
advertising and in favour of quality.
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high in the
clouds

1 Sunday Oct 13 - 21.30 hrs

film: Skyscraper Souls
Edgar Selwyn

editors

1 Friday Oct 11 - 20.15 hrs

film: Men at Lunch
Seán O Cualáin
1 Saturday Oct 12 - 15.30 hrs

special: Celluloid Skyline
by James Sanders
related films: Reaching

for the sky

Skyscrapers are rather different to high-rise.
They cannot be explained in terms of economic,
rational motives such as high land prices or population densities, skyscrapers are more particularly associated with the emotion of seeing and
being seen. Skyscrapers have symbolic meaning
as the film world has well recognised. Both the
film and the skyscraper came into existence at
approximately the same time and, like no other
icons, they represent the development of the
United States in the twentieth century. Sometimes in the form of a film set and, on a number
of occasions, even as the leading player, the
skyscraper on the silver screen represents all the
emotional aspects of the country’s development:
hope, struggle, pride, courage, future, daring,
power and optimism.
In Skyscraper Souls everything revolves around
David Dwight (Warren William), a man who is
only interested in two things: his hundred-storey-high skyscraper and women. He built the
fictitious Seacoast Building, just like many other
skyscrapers in New York at the time, purely for
speculative reasons. In the film we see Dwight
always on the go keeping all the women in his life
happy and, at the same time, struggling to hold
on to his business and his skyscraper.
The construction of the skyscraper also commands our admiration: fearless, sturdy men who
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have no fear of heights carry out their work in all
weathers. Lunch atop a Skyscraper, the famous
black-and-white photo, is one of the most wellknown images from a period in which the unlimited opportunities of America were embodied by
the new skyscrapers. Eleven construction workers take a lunch break sitting on a steel girder
suspended somewhere high in the sky, their feet
dangling above New York. Men at Lunch is an
attempt to identify these men, but it also incorporates historical footage, thus presenting the
context in which the photograph was taken and
in which it became iconic.
Reaching for the Sky is an account of the personal and professional dilemmas facing Mark Hemel
and Barbara Kuit during the realisation of the TV
tower in Guangzhou, the highest tower in China.
This was their first large commission and they are
both painfully confronted with, and pleasantly
charmed by, the Chinese approach to architecture and the way projects are carried out.
As the author of Celluloid Skyline, New York and
the Movies no one knows better than architect
and filmmaker James Sanders how to express the
spell that skyscrapers cast. What makes skyscrapers so attractive? During the AFFR James
Sanders will give a public lecture Saturday at
15.30 hrs.
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PRogRamme
thuRSday oct 10
fRiday oct 11
SatuRday oct 12
Sunday oct 13
16 acres

Richard Hankin, USA 2012, 95 min.
Language: English
Poignant documentary about the
emotionally-charged construction
site of the WTC towers in New
York. The reconstruction of Ground
Zero is the most complex regeneration project in the history of America: architecturally, politically and
emotionally. Since inception the
project was burdened by controversies, delays and political intrigue.
The conflict lasted more than ten
years, with nineteen state agencies
involved, a dozen or so projects and
more than twenty billion dollars in
costs. The good thing is that this
entire process was filmed. 16 Acres
is the story of the last ten years on
this emotionally-charged construction site, told by the major players
in this drama. A must-see for every
planner.
sat 19.30 hrs / sun 17.00 hrs
G sun 19.30
caos en la ciudad

Enrique Pérez, Panama 2012, 52 min.
Language: Spanish, English subtitles
For speculative reasons that no
one can fathom Panama City is
turning into a crazy ghost town full
of hundred-metre-high residential
tower blocks that are practically
unoccupied, waiting for the moment that they can be sold for a
profit. A bewildering process that is
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documentary
Film
sPecial ProGramme
short ProGramme
lobby / outdoorProGramme

1 First screeninG
2 second screeninG
G Film shoWn in
GroninGen
H Film shoWn in
heerlen

in The TheaTreS: Please check the website for any programme changes and
further information about programme themes www.affr.nl. In general the ﬁlms are
NOT subtitled in Dutch.Many ﬁlmmakers are present for questions & answers (Q&A)
after the screening of the ﬁlm.

driving the existing inhabitants out
of their familiar surroundings for
no other reason than the pursuit
of profit. While, in the foreground,
a fisherman lights his wood fire to
fry his fish, behind him in a tower
two hundred and fifty metres high,
a real estate agent shows his clients round a show home. The only
apartment that is furnished, in the
tower that has 1100 apartments.
The rest is empty, waiting, if prices
rise, to be sold.
Short: meGalomania
Jonathan Gales van Factory Fifteen,
UK 2013, 5 min.
Language: English
An animated city in a permanent
state of construction and demolition, the architecture is in ruins or
squalid and eternally under development. in a word: magnificent!
sat 21.15 hrs
city:hall

Jeong Jae-eun, Zuid-Korea 2012,
105 min.
Language: Korean, English subtitles
Seoul has undergone countless
devastations and reconstructions as
the result of occupations and wars,
but the building of the new city hall
is without doubt the city’s most
controversial project. The film comprises 105 minutes of unadulterated, malicious delight and reveals
the four-year process of the city
hall for which architect Yoo Kerl
– remember that name – made a
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futuristic design. The man subsequently ended up in a rollercoaster
of rejection and adaptation by the
administration, committees, contractors and citizens. Anyone would
think it was the Netherlands!
Fri 20.00 hrs
conversations in milton keynes

Ingo Baltes, België 2011, 72 min.
Language: English
The filmmaker loses his way in
England and ends up unexpectedly
in the New Town of Milton Keynes
whose existence he never even
suspected. He finds the experience
totally disorientating. in search of
the town centre he meets a beer
drinker, a family visiting a show
house, a young car freak, an estate
manager, someone responsible for
shopping trolleys and a number of
official representatives. A frank film
about real life in a New Town.
Short: neWton Garth
Peter Spence, UK, 2013, 5 min.
Language: English
Newton Garth was built by Derek
Walker, the planner of Milton
Keynes. Fifty years after completion, the film is an affectionate report of how the present inhabitants
view the estate. sat 17.30 hrs
G sat oct 26 19.30 hrs
de school als stad

Moniek van de Vall, Nederland 2012,
50 min.
Language: English
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The documentary follows Herman
Hertzberger during the design and
construction process of a number
of community schools. Hertzberger
can rightfully be called the father of
open and challenging schools. How
have opinions about schools and
children changed during his career?
A fine portrait of an era of children
and teachers in a space.
Short: Panca Populare
Werther Germondari, IT, 2008, 10 min.
Language: not applicable
Stop-motion film, made over the
course of six (!) years, of one bench
on Piazza della Finanze in Rome.
Fri 20.00 hrs
Diller Scofidio & Renfro:
Reimagining Lincoln Center
and the High Line

Muffie Dunn & Tom Piper, USA
2012, 54 min.
Language: English
Don’t let the terrible title put you
off, this is an inspiring film about
the equally-impressive work by
Diller Scofidio + Renfro and how it
developed from art into architecture. The film, of course, focuses
on their famous projects: the New
York High Line and the Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts.
Shorts: Herzog & de Meuron's Park
Avenue Armory
Short: Herzog & de Meuron’s
Park Avenue Armory

Jonathan Clabburn & Tapio Snellman
USA 2013, 5 min.
Language: not applicable
A meditative, split-screen
“filmscape” through the interior
that Herzog & de Meuron have
refurbished in the Park Avenue
building which is now in use as a
cultural centre.
And: Rem, de trailer
Tomas Koolhaas, USA, in productie,
clip 10min.
Language: English
Koolhaas, filmed by his son, is in
the architecture film tradition that
Thomas complies with. It will only
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be finished in 2014, but the trailer
is already out. Fri 22.15 hrs
Diller Scofidio & Renfro:
Reimagining Lincoln Center
and the High Line

Muffie Dunn & Tom Piper, USA
2012, 54 min.
Language: English
Don’t let the terrible title put you
off, this is an inspiring film about
the equally-impressive work by
Diller Scofidio + Renfro and how it
developed from art into architecture. The film, of course, focuses
on their famous projects: the New
York High Line and the Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts.
Short: Unfinished Italy
Benoit Felici, Italië 2011, 32 min.
Italy is the Walhalla of ruins, historical and modern. According to
the filmmaker, “the unfinished” has
been the most prominent architectural style in Italy since World War
II. A theatre that has never had a
public, a stadium where no game
has ever been played, all languishing
in their unfinished state. A report
of a fascination with, as well as a
quest for, a use for these “UFOs in
the landscape”.
And: Herzog & de Meuron’s Park
Avenue Armory

Jonathan Clabburn & Tapio Snellman
USA 2013, 5 min.
Language: not applicable
A meditative, split-screen
“filmscape” through the interior
that Herzog & de Meuron have
refurbished in the Park Avenue
building which is now in use as a
cultural centre.
G Sat Oct 26 15.15

most important setting. A daring
exploit to direct stars Kiri Te Kanawa as Donna Elvira and Ruggero
Raimondi as Don Giovanni in both
music and film. Using the symmetry of the building and the location,
in the open landscape, gives the opera an extra spatial dimension that
can never be seen on the stage.
Re-mastering the images and sound
now at last facilitates an optimum
experience on the big screen. Sun
21.15 hrs
Drop City

Joan Grossman, USA 2012, 82 min.
Language: English
Buckminster Fuller was so impressed by their work that in 1966
he awarded the makers of Drop
City his Dymaxion Award. He considered it innovative architecture
that was also poetic. The latter was
precisely what the group of young
artists had intended. A new commune based on wonderment and a
far cry from all the clichés of The
American Dream. Miles from anywhere, in the magnificent expanse
of Colorado near the village of Trinidad they found a plot of land and
began building their Utopia. Fortunately, much of this was captured
on 8mm film, because nothing
remains of Drop City today.
Short: Prora
Stéphane Riethauser, Zwitserland,
2012, 23 min.
Language: German and French,
English subtitles
Highly-praised, coming-of-age film
set in the spacious Prora op Rügen,
Nazi seaside hotel.
Sat 21.30 hrs
G Oct 26 21.00 hrs

Don Giovanni

Joseph Losey, Frankrijk/Italië, 1979,
185 min.
Language: Italian, English subtitles
Joseph Losey (The Servant, The
Go-between) filmed the famous
opera Don Giovanni in 1979 with
Villa Rotonda van Palladio as the
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Eames, the Architect and the
Painter

Jason Cohn & Bill Jersey, USA 2011,
83 min.
Language: English
Charles and Ray Eames are generally considered America’s most
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important designers. Perhaps they
are most well-known for their multiplex and glass-fibre furniture, but
the Eames also created an idiotic
variety of products: from splints for
wounded soldiers during World War
II to interiors, multi-media exhibitions, games, films and toys. Less is
known about their personal life and
too little attention is paid to their
influence on the computer age. A
highly-recommended documentary
about these inspiring geniuses.
Sun 17.00 hrs
Fallen City

Zhao Qi, China 2012, 90 min.
Language: Chinese, English subtitles
The earthquake in Beichuan, China, in 2008 destroyed lives and
buildings. The film tells the story
of three survivors and the struggle
to build a new life among the ruins
and the new city forms the leitmotif. The government decided to
construct an entire, new city where
the survivors can make a new start.
But that is not so easily achieved.
In China family ties and devotion
are stronger than rational considerations. The film is a much-praised
and intimate portrait of human
perseverance and the will to commemorate. Sat 15.15 hrs
Harpa

Hrafnhildur Gunnarsdóttir, IJsland
2012, 52 min.
Language: Icelandic, English subtitles
In the Netherlands we have witnessed the embarrassing process of
Het Nieuwe Rijksmuseum, Iceland
has Harpa, the new concert hall.
And like the Netherlands the development process has been extensively filmed: both the competition
and the construction which, due to
the financial crisis, is being severely
disrupted. The exceptional design of
the glazed façade is by artist Olafur
Eliasson who, together with archi-
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tect Henning Larsen, built a pearl
in the harbour of Reykjavik. Both
parts of the documentary - the
drama of the process and the beauty of the art – are well balanced.
Sat 19.15 hrs
Haus Tugendhat

Dieter Reifarth, Duitsland 2013, 116
min.
Language: Czech, English subtitles
How do you deal with masterpieces
that have fallen into disuse? Do
you leave the traces of time visible
when renovating or restoring such
works or do you endeavour to
restore everything as it was once
intended? The film tells the story of
the difficult struggle in the twenty-first century of the Tugendhat
heirs to give this cadavre exquis,
designed by Mies van der Rohe, a
new lease of life. It resulted in the
building as Mies once intended it,
but is everyone pleased with this?
Fri 17.30 hrs
H Sat Oct 26 19.50 hrs
G Sun Oct 27 16.30 hrs
If you build it

Patrick Creadon, USA 2013, 85 min.
Language: English
Designing back to basics. Studio
H is run by designer Emily Pilloton and architect Matt Miller,
classic examples of idealists who
endeavour to improve a hopeless
community, where unemployment
and poverty prevail, through design.
The film portrays the extremely
difficult process of motivating highschool students and having to cope
with too little money in rural North
Carolina. But ultimately, given the
context of the financial crisis and
the hopelessness, the design process leads to a tremendous success.
Fri 17.30

The North Netherlands, and this
is made abundantly evident. Jeeps,
seamen's jerseys, timber and farms,
and two grand masters who have
won their spurs in designing within
that landscape, Gunnar Daan and
Cor Kalfsbeek. They meet each
other for the first time in the film
while commenting on each other’s
work and the environment. Critical
regionalism at its best.
Short: Uitzicht voor de geest
Annelies Uittenbogaard, Nederland
2012, 25 min.
Language: Dutch
The home of architect Jan de Jong
in Schaijk is a perfect example of
Bossche School architecture. The
film is a portrait of his widow who
has lived in the house for fifty
years. And that, in fact, demands
great dedication to the architecture. Mrs. de Jong does this with
pleasure and even her clothing is
wholly in style: “I’m happy to do
this for him”. Fri 13.00 hrs
Intercalary Space

Damien Faure, Frankrijk 2012, 50 min.
Language: Japanese, English subtitles
Accommodation in Tokyo is known
for its small footprint. In this documentary, in collaboration with
Atelier Bow-Wow, various homes
are filmed and the relationship of
the home with the surroundings
explored. Precisely because the
interior is so small, the living environment extends outside forming
a logical component of the entire
urban system.
Short: Skyhouse
Jonathan Robinson, USA 2013, 11 min.
Language: not applicable
Four-storey-high penthouse with
slide in lower Manhattan, New
York. For viewing, not for sale.
Sun 21.45 hrs

In Context

Jasper Huizinga en Lotte Veltman,
Nederland 2012, 50 min.
Language: Dutch
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J.L. Sert, a nomadic dream

Pablo Bujosa Rodríguez, Spanje
2013, 72 min.
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Language: Spanish and English,
English subtitles
J.L. Sert is not really a well-known
name, but deserved to be so. He
was a talented architect who circulated in the upper CIAM circles
but fled to America following the
outbreak of the Spanish civil war.
Sert tried to interpret the CIAM
body of ideas in the American
context, placing emphasis on urban
design and design instruction. An
outstanding documentary that does
justice to Sert as a person, to his
work and the role that he played in
a remarkable era. Fri 15.45
G Sun Oct 27 12.00 hrs
Jerusalema

Ralph Ziman Zuid-Afrika 2008, 120
min.
Language: English
A violent, realistic film about
Johannesburg. It is based on the
true life story of Lucky Kunene
who took over all the real estate
in Hillbrow, Johannesburg in the
nineties. The filmmaker worked out
how he achieved this and exposed
wide-spread extortion in the real
estate world. In many respects the
situation resembles the South African version of the TV series The
Wire. It presents a shocking picture
behind the scenes of this ostensibly
respectable neighbourhood with
networks built up by Lucky’s empire. Sun 17.00 hrs
Kleiburg, de laatste Bijlmerflat

Jeroen Visser, Nederland 2013, 51 min.
Language: Dutch
The fascinating account by
filmmaker Jeroen Visser about
the once-applauded, but rapidly-abused Bijlmermeer in Amsterdam. On completion in the late
sixties the estate was called the
apotheosis of Dutch public housing.
A neighbourhood that would bring
happiness to tens of thousands of
poorly-housed Amsterdammers.
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But the neighbourhood was quickly
criticised owing to its huge scale,
inhospitable atmosphere and lack
of security. The Kleiburg block is
the pars pro toto where glory, decline and cautious resurrection are
visible.
Short: Home
Thomas Gleeson, Nieuw Zeeland
2012, 11 min.
Language: not applicable
Much-praised film that reveals
the essential difference between a
house and a home.
Sat 15.30 hrs / Sun 22.00 hrs
g Sat Oct 26 14.00 hrs
h Sat Oct 26 18.30 hrs
Le Paysage Interieur

Pierre Maillard, Zwitserland 2010,
82 min.
Language: French, English subtitles
The Rolex Learning Center by
the SANNA architectural firm in
Tokyo is a state-of-the-art library
with exciting architecture. The film,
however, reveals that this building
was a touch and go affair. Filmed
over three years, the history of this
architectural adventure is related
by a young, Japanese architect
who, by degrees, reveals to us who
the big players are in the process.
Sat 21.45 hrs
h Sat Oct 26 14.00 hrs
Lost Rivers

Caroline Bâcle, Canada 2012, 72 min.
Language: diverse, English subtitles
Cities once came into being along
rivers, but nowadays these same
rivers are greatly ignored. They are
hidden below ground or deployed as
waste pipes for every conceivable
form of urban rubbish. Literally left
to rot. This documentary provides
a kaleidoscopic picture of underground rivers all over the world
from Seoul via Brescia to Toronto.
It does not plead for one standard
intervention, such as once again exposing river beds, but demonstrates
that local circumstances lead to en-
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tirely individual plans for the rivers.
Short in Groningen:
Paperwork

Sasha Pirker, Oostenrijk 2012,
15 min.
Language: not applicable
Paper production in a splendid factory by Oscar Niemeyer. The film
portrays in image and sound the division between the activities in their
office and on the factory floor
Fri 15.30
G Sat Oct 26 17.00 hrs
Lucien Hervé, photograph
malgré lui

Gerrit Messiaen, België 2012, 55
min.
Language: French, English subtitles
What Julius Shulman once was
for the West Coast modernists in
America, Lucien Hervé was for Le
Corbusier. "You have the soul of an
architect" said Le Corbusier, when
viewing the 650 photographs that
Lucien Hervé took in one day of his
Cité Radieuse in Marseille. Hervé
subsequently became Le Corbusier’s permanent photographer and,
after Corbusier’s death, also for
other world-famous architects.
The film is an outstanding portrait
of the photographer, of Paris and
the spirit of the age: it is based on
old photographs and footage and is
related by his widow.
Sun 12.00 hrs
Man Made Place

Yu-Shen Su, Taiwan 2013, 52 min.
Language: Chinese, English subtitles
A city without people is a city without a soul. This hypnotising documentary has such striking images
of two abandoned cities that one
begins to doubt that statement.
The first city is Kangbashi, the new
administrative centre in Mongolia
that has the honour of being the
largest ghost new-build city in the
world. Of the 300,000 people
who could live here, there are a
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mere 30,000. The second city is
Yumen, a former base for mining
and oil production. All the miners
and oil workers have left, just two
youngsters and a few sheep remain.
Sun 13.30 hrs
Margaret Staal-Kropholler
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the work of labour hands. A photographic series about the construction workers of De Rotterdam,
designed by OMA.
Fri 20.15 hrs

X-ray of a middle-class neighbourhood in Recife”. The way in which
the environment plays a leading
role is exceptional. Sun 19.15 hrs

Mendelsohn's Incessant

Elisa Fuksas, Italië 2012, 80 min
Language: Italian, English subtitles
The modern architecture of the
EUR complex has often been the
setting for grand Italian films. Nina,
played by Diane Fleri (I am Love),
has mixed feelings and fears, these
are reflected in the deserted environment and surrealistic images.
The filmmaker Elisa Fuksas (daughter of Massimiliano) puts her architectural knowledge to good use in
this stylish film. Sun 15.00 hrs

Nina

Visions

Magda Augusteijn & Prosper de
Roos, Nederland 2013, 50 min.
Language: Dutch
Margaret Staal-Kropholler was the
first female architect in the Netherlands. Her villas in Bergen and
Richard Roland Holst’s studio in
Zundert are of exceptional beauty.
The filmmakers visit the buildings
and, together with her daughter
and granddaughters, they discuss
her work with the aid of old drawings and film footage. The film presents a personal story behind the
architecture and the social position
of the woman in that era.
Sun 15.00 hrs

Duki Dror, USA 2011, 70 min.
Language: English
Erich Mendelsohn is a mysterious
and tragic figure in the history of
architecture. In the trenches of
World War I he made sketches of
highly-imaginative buildings on
scraps of paper. He built a house
for his beloved, who ran off with
a communist poet, and when the
Nazis came to power he was forced
to abandon his home. The buildings
that he erected all over the world
have, however, left their mark in
the history of architecture.
Sat 17.15 hrs

Men at Lunch

Jake Gorst, USA 2012, 82 min.
Language: English
Long Island appeals to the imagination: from The Great Gatsby to
suburban pop-punk, there is something for everyone, including architects. East End Long Island was for
a long time an experimental garden
for modern architecture. In this
film the unknown masterpieces are
set in this context and explained by
many experts and involved parties.
Sat 13.15 hrs

Modern Tide

Seán O Cualáin, Ierland 2012, 80 min.
Language: English
New York, 1932. The country is in
the grip of the Great Depression,
in the previous decade the influx
of Italian, Irish and Jewish immigrants led to unprecedented urban
expansion. And halfway through
an uncommonly warm autumn,
steelworkers sit suspended above
the streets of Manhattan, risking
life and limb to build skyscrapers.
In Men at Lunch, director Seán Ó
Cualáin tells the story of “Lunch
atop a skyscraper”, the iconic photograph taken during the construction of the Rockefeller Center. This
image has captured the imagination
for decades. But who actually are
these men? And where did they
come from?
Short: Fotoprojectie Building
the Rotterdam

Ruud Sies, Nederland 2013
Language: not applicable
Building in the year 2013 is still

Neighbouring Sounds

Kleber Mendonça Filho, BR, 2012,
131 min.
Language: PPortuguese, English
subtitles
An out-of-the-ordinary film
about fear and surveillance in a
neighbourhood in Recife, Brazil.
Local residents react to the arrival
of private security guards in their
neighbourhood and this leads to
paranoia, revenge and fear. The
IFFR referred to the film as “an
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Reaching for the sky

Bert Oosterveld & Peter Frankenest,
Nederland 2013, 59 min.
Language: Dutch, English subtitles
Frank account of the personal and
professional dilemmas facing Mark
Hemel and Barbara Kuit, architects
of the TV tower in Guangzhou. This
is their first large commission and
they are both painfully confronted
with, and pleasantly charmed by,
the Chinese approach to architecture and the way projects are
carried out.
Fri 17.30 hrs
Reconversão

Thom Andersen, Portugal 2012,
67 min.
Language: Portuguese and English,
English subtitles
In this film Thom Andersen (Los
Angeles Plays itself) seeks the
essence of Souto de Moura’s architecture, Pritzker prize-winner
and designer of the Braga football
stadium, among others. Hardly a
“talking head” to be seen in this
film, instead, many breathtaking
images of seventeen buildings and
unfinished projects by this impressive architect.
Short: Sizígia
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Luis Urbano, Portugal 2012, 18 min.
Language: not applicable
A zealous caretaker at the tidal
swimming pool complex in Leça,
designed by Álvaro Siza, awaits the
bathers. Fri 19.45 hrs
Rotterdam 2040

Gyz la Rivière, Rotterdam 2013,
95 min.
Language: Dutch, English subtitles
Artist Gyz la Rivière pours out his
mild and less mild observations
about the city in a 95 minutes long
stream of words, images and music.
In this personal and associative
documentary he dreams his ideal
Rotterdam, 100 years after the
1940-bombing. The film is a patchwork of archive footage, Rotterdam
music and anecdotes. In his ideal
this city rebuilds ten buildings that
were demolished a long time ago. Is
it nostalgia, is it craziness? No, it’s
Gyz la Rivière! Fri 22.00 hrs
Skyscraper Souls

Edgar Selwyn, USA 1932, 99 min.
Language: English
Delightful romantic black-andwhite drama that is surprisingly
topical again. David Dwight (played
by Warren William) loves both his
mistress and his skyscraper − the
Seacoast National Bank Building.
Built on purely speculative grounds,
during the middle of the financial
crisis.
Short: Liberty
Leo McCarey, USA 1929, 20 min.
Language: not applicable
Stan and Laurel have accidentally
put on each other’s trousers and
exchange them on a building site.
Having seen the film you know why
this is something to be avoided.
Sun 21.30 hrs
The Chronicles of the Last
Temple

Dāvis Sīmanis, Letland 2012, 58 min.
Language: English, Russian and
Latvian, English subtitles
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Both a documentary and a poetic-mythical account of the construction process of a new library
in Riga. The building was designed
by returned-immigrant Gunārs
Birkerts, and it fulfilled his life's
work. The complex building process
is compared to building a temple, in
which rituals also play a role in the
preparation, dialogue and ceremonies. The unusual combination of
film styles results in an outstanding
film about an otherwise relatively-unknown building.
Short: The Absent Column Nathan Eddy, USA 2012, 8 min.
Language: English
The superb brutalist Prentice
Women's Hospital in Chicago is
threatened with demolition.
Sun 17.15 hrs
The City Dark

Ian Cheney, USA 2011, 83 min.
Language: English
A documentary about light pollution and the disappearance of
the dark sky. Having moved from
rural Maine to over-illuminated
New York , filmmaker Ian Cheney
asked himself: “Do we need
darkness?" Cheney unravels the
countless consequences of our
illuminated cities: from the threat
of killer asteroids in Hawaii, via
maintaining the hatching of turtles
along the coast of Florida, to the
increased risk of breast cancer
due to exposure to night light. It is
not, however, a complaint film: it
discusses all the different aspects
of the dark sky, with splendid astrophotography and interviews with
eclectic scientists and scholars,
philosophers, historians and light
designers.
Fri 13.30 hrs
The Competition

Angel Borrego Cubero, Spanje 2013,
ca 85 min.
Language: French and English,
English subtitles
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A shocking, behind-the-scenes
report of a competition between
star architects. Star architects Jean
Nouvel, Frank Gehry, Dominique
Perrault, Zaha Hadid and Norman
Foster are invited to participate in
a design competition for a museum
in Andorra. The film is extraordinary because the filmmaker (also
an architect) does not portray the
tension of the competition itself,
but exposes the vanity of clients
and architects. This is perhaps why
the film is somewhat confrontational for architects to watch, but
this nevertheless needs to be done.
Thur 20.30 hrs
Sun 13.00 hrs
The Gruen Effect

Anette Baldauf, Katharina Weingartner, Oostenrijk 2010, 50 min.
Language: German, English, English
subtitles
In the documentary the life and
work of architect Victor Gruen is
discussed with a touch of humour.
This Viennese architect is considered the father of the shopping mall.
His ideas about urban design have
been influential, but also misused
and have frequently resulted in
urban centres that serve the new
“gods of consumption”. The documentary follows Gruen’s tracks from
Vienna before the war to America
in the fifties and his return to Europe in 1968. An exploration of the
themes and misinterpretations of his
work that have meanwhile come to
determine daily urban life.
Short: Hoog Catharijne Promotion
Film
Short: Promotiefilm Hoog
Catharijne

Het Utrechts Archief, 1970, 12 min.
Language: Dutch
History repeats itself: overblown
images of a new shopping centre −
Hoog Catharijne.
And: Utopia 3, the world’s
largest shopping mall

Sam Green & Carrie Lozano,
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USA 2009, 12 min.
The largest shopping mall in the
world and, ever since 2005, for
the greater part empty. An entertaining look at how a developer’s
dream went dreadfully wrong in
rural Dongguan.
Sat 19.45 hrs
G Sun Oct 27 15.00 hrs
The Human Scale

Andreas M. Dalsgaard, Denemarken
2012, 77 min.
Language: English
In 1971 Jan Gehl wrote his bible
Life Between Buildings and now,
forty years later, there is the film.
The documentary shows how his
bureau advises people how to make
urban areas and public space “liveable”. His plea meets with approval
among politicians and inhabitants,
who miss a human approach to
the street in other architects’
work. His projects in Melbourne,
Dhaka, New York, Chongqing and
Christchurch are reviewed. An
entertaining film about this “cosy”
urban design.
Fri 20.00 hrs / Sun 19.30 hrs
g Sun Oct 27 15.00 hrs
h Sun Oct 27 19.50 hrs
The Man who Prints Houses

Mark Webb & Jack Wake-Walker, UK
2012, 60 min.
Language:Italian, English, English
subtitles
Enrico Dini is the tragic hero in
this documentary. He confidently
announces his dedication to ideas
about 3D-printed houses and
even entirely printed cities. With
perseverance and charm he wins
the hearts of his viewers, but to
his great regret his lover is less
enthusiastic. And, incidentally, the
3D printer also struggles with the
product specifications. A “must
see” for any believer and sceptic of
3D printing.
Short: Structures of Air
Diane Davis-Sikora, USA 2012, 12 min.
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Language: English
Informative film about state-ofthe-art, inflatable buildings with
high performance textile.
Fri 22.00 hrs
The Pedway, elevating London

Chris Bevan Lee, UK, 2013, 50 min.
Language: English
Raised footpaths, covered or uncovered, in modernistic plans were
the rule rather than the exception
but, because of cost and control issues, they were the first victims of
economies. This documentary presents a refreshingly-positive view
on the London Pedway (pedestrian
way), that was only partially realised. It was intended quite literally
to cast a new, “elevated” glance at
the city and to be a place where
people would enjoy spending time.
The reality in this day and age is
different.
Short: Estate, the trailer
Andrea Luka Zimmerman, UK 2014,
15 min.
Language: English
The film was unfortunately not
ready in time for the festival but,
in any event, the fascinating photograph adorns the festival poster.
The filmmaker has enjoyed living
on the Haggerston Estate in North
London, an area being restructured
that fell into socio-economic decline years ago. The film engages
residents in the study that is
mainly about the memories and
the moulding of a community in
the neighbourhood. With workshops, discussions and plays the
filmmaker evokes times gone by. A
document for later, because “as we
speak” the neighbourhood is being
demolished. Sat 19.30 hrs
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth

Chad Freidrichs, USA 2011, 83 min.
Language: English
Pruitt Igoe is famous for the collapsed flats, but what really happened? The images were relayed all
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over the world as evidence of the
failure of modernism. This documentary aims to refute the myth
of those images. The story relates
that it was not so much the flats
themselves that were responsible
for the disaster, but the hopeless financial and administrative
circumstances in St. Louis. With
images of Pruitt Igoe when people
enjoyed living there and of the remarkable state of the location now.
Sun 19.15 hrs
The Time Machine in alphabetic
order

Jon Thomson & Alison Craighead,
UK 2013, 103 min.
Language: English
The film made in 1960 is about the
construction of a time machine
in which the leading actor travels
to the close and the very distant
future. The future does not look
promising, with uninhabitable metropolises, wars and the extreme
exploitation of people. Thomson
and Craighead have analysed the
dialogues in the film and placed
them in alphabetical order. Viewed
this way it is a journey in time inside the time machine. Friday and
Saturday: free entrance after the
final screening in theatre 1
This Space Available

Gwenaelle Gobé, USA 2011, 86 min.
Language: English
Billboards and commercial messages dominate the public space as
never before. Renovation projects
are seldom without gigantic advertising boards and vacant display
windows are successfully leased
as “shopvertising”. It is visual pollution, but can this be reversed?
This documentary looks at diverse
activists from the world of advertising, street art and politics. It focuses on the tense retationship between the two-dimensional, visual
attention, the urban economy and
social coherence in the city.
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Sat 13.30 hrs
h Sun Oct 27 16.00 hrs
Tlatelolco

Lotte Schreiber, Oostenrijk/Mexico
2011, 75 min.
Language: Spanish, English subtitles
As a coach full of tourists drives
along Plaza de las tres Culturas in
Mexico City, there are countless
stories for the guide to choose
from. Will he talk about the Aztecs
who – at the ruins – surrendered
to the Spanish, about the violently-crushed student uprising
in 1968, or about the disastrous
earthquake? Ordinary people
live and work in the modernistic
neighbourhood, albeit no longer
as comfortable as it once was. The
film reveals the beauty of the commonplace, while simultaneously
dramatic events are recounted. A
fine example of the historiography
of a modernistic neighbourhood.
Sat 13.30 hrs
Town M

Igor Morosov, Rusland 2012, 45
min.Language: Russian, English
subtitles
Magnitogorsk was built in 1929 and
was, in fact, the industrial machine
for the Soviet Union’s five-year
plans. Joris Ivens made a propaganda film about this in 1933. In
the documentary Town M, incorporating a wealth of historical film
footage, Russia’s political history
is recounted on the basis of the
architectural styles and housing
typologies in Magnitogorsk.
Short: Dom Novogo Byta
Lorenzo Tripodi & Conti Manuela,
Duitsland 2013, 46 min.
Language: Russian, English subtitles
A diary about a journey to Moscow
along the remains of the avant-garde constructivists. With many historical images and also a fragment
from the AFFR favourite Cheryomuski. Sat 17.30 hrs
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Unfinished Italy

Benoit Felici, Italië 2011, 32 min.
Italy is the Walhalla of ruins, historical and modern. According to
the filmmaker, “the unfinished” has
been the most prominent architectural style in Italy since World War
II. A theatre that has never had a
public, a stadium where no game
has ever been played, all languishing
in their unfinished state. A report
of a fascination with, as well as a
quest for, a use for these “UFOs in
the landscape”.
Short: We still remember
Mariano Rentería Garnica,
Mexico 2012, 19 min.
A film about Mexican cinemas
which, for a long time, dominated
the street scene. Elderly people
recall their memories of those days
while the film portrays the very
same cinemas in their present state
today.
Short: What remains
Annja Krautgasser, Oostenrijk 2013,
16 min.
The offices of the most important
Dutch newspapers round Wibautstraat in Amsterdam have been
abandoned for new-build premises
on the periphery of the city. In a
voice-over one editor explains how
this has come about, the images
speak for themselves.
Fri 17.45 hrs / Sun 19.30 hrs
g See under programme Diller
Scofidio + Refro
h Sun Oct 27 18.50 hrs (without
shorts)
Unfinished Spaces

Alysa Nahmias & Ben Murray, USA
2011, 86 min.
Language: Spanish, English subtitles
Unfinished Spaces is the implausible story of the construction of
what were intended to become
the finest National Art Schools in
the world. When Fidel Castro took
over power in Cuba in 1959 it was
quickly decided that one such com-
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plex should be built in Havana with
which Cuba could demonstrate its
progressive position to the world.
Three visionary Italian architects
were asked to submit a plan. The
spectacular design was only partially implemented because the original euphoria slowly dwindled. The
film passes the floor to those same
architects and, by means of exceptional, historical images, recounts
the story of optimism in Cuba during those first revolutionary years.
A heartbreaking film about the
desire to create a new world with
architecture.
Fri 22.15 hrs
h Sat Oct 26 15.30 hrs
Vorratskammer

Myvillages.org & Martin Konig,
Duitsland 2012, 44 min.
Language: German, English subtitles
The film shows how the artists’
initiative Myvillages.org and Martin
Konig set up a project in which, in
one year, food is collected, caught,
cultivated and produced to provide
5,000 people with food and drink
for four days. A fascinating account
that not only examines the value of
locally-sourced food, but also looks
at shortage, the logistics and the
innovations.
>> Before the film screening you
can sample a breakfast/brunch
made with Rotterdam-sourced
ingredients.
Sun 13.15 hrs
Work Hard, Play Hard

Carmen Losmann, Duitsland 2011,
52 min.
Language: German, English subtitles
In our network-based society the
location of the workplace is shifting from the office and factory to
the car, to flexible work places, to
clouds and working from home.
This documentary is a match for a
modern version of Fritz Langs’
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Metropolis. Employees are reduced
to a workforce with qualities and
ambitions that should be deployed
as efficiently as possible. This requires a certain type of working
environment, designed in such a
way that the entire experience of
work and pleasure is geared towards
optimum knowledge production.

aFFr ∕ 2013

The unilever building in HavenCity
in Hamburg occupies centre stage
in the film. The building and the organisation will simultaneously incite
feelings of disgust and amazement.
Short: three Walls
Zaheed Mawani, USA 2011, 26 min.
nglish
Language: English

the work that people no longer want
to do. When the robots come under
pressure, things get out of hand.
First animation film by this exceptional London collective.

ShoRtS PRogRammeS
thursday oct 10
Friday oct 11
saturday oct 12
sunday oct 13

» sPa

shorts ProGramme:
architecture For
dummies
83 min.
Friday at 15.30

house and a home.

» another day oF

» jonah

dePression in koWloon

Yuk-Yiu Ip, HongKong 2012, 15 min.
Language: not applicable
Exclusively with images from the
Call of Duty: Black Ops videogame,
but now entirely without shooters.
This creates a mysterious atmosphere in Hong Kong where it always
seems to be raining.
» bless you

Philip Watts, Australië 2012, 2 min.
Language: not applicable
An architect as God and an animated Godzilla that kicks the city to
pieces, this deserves the big screen.
First stone age city
» First stone aGe city

BBC Horrible Histories, UK 2012,
2 min.
Language: English
And thus a city came into being.
» home

Thomas Gleeson, Nieuw-Zeeland
2012, 11 min.
Language: not applicable
Much-praised short revealing the
essential difference between a

The “cubicle” is a common form of
office in America. This film demonstrates the absurdity of the “work
cell” in a hilarious way: how to survive in one and, at the same time,
you also learn about its origin and
development. sat 17.45 hrs

» hotel room

Berndt Oppl, Oostenrijk 2011, 6 min.
Language: not applicable
That is what happens if you leave
the airco on in your hotel room.
Kibwe Tavares van Factory Fifteen,
London 2013, 18 min.
Language: English
Outstandingly-produced animation
film by Factory Fifteen, a London-based collective, in which Mbwana puts Zanzibar city on the map
in a remarkable way.
» nude descendinG a buildinG

Hans Wessels & Amber Heij,
Nederland 2013, 1 min.
Language: not applicable
A beautiful naked woman in an
equally splendidly-renovated Delfshavense Fabriek, for devotees.
» rear WindoW timelaPse

Jeff Desom, Luxemburg, 2012, 3 min.
Language: not applicable
Without any doubt the best possible remix of the Hitchcock classic:
Rear Window. A deservedly muchpraised short.
» robots oF brixton

Kibwe Tavares van Factory Fifteen,
London 2011, 6 min.
Language: English
Robots are produced to take over
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Vojtěch Žák, Tsjechië, 2012, 4 min.
Language: not applicable
An abandoned bathing complex in
Pilsen is “resuscitated”.
» the astronaut’s ark

IJ. Biermann, Fiene Scharp, Kai Miedendorp, Duitsland 2013, 5 min.
Language: not applicable
An astronaut wakes up amidst architecture that reminds him of days
long gone
shorts ProGramme:
Workers leavinG the
Factory
86 min.
saturday at 13.15
» leaves Fall in all seasons

Ahmed Mater, Saoedi-Arabië 2013,
20 min.
Language: diverse, English subtitles.
immigrant labourers working on
Al Shamia, the highest building in
Mecca, send telephone film clips
to their families back home. The
filmmaker has collected these and
combined them in a split screen
with images of the building on
which they are working. A unique
combination of intimacy on an
emotionally-charged and spiritual
world location.
» modern times

Cyril Schäublin, Zwitserland 2013,
7 min.
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Language: German and Chinese,
English subtitles.
A reference to the Chaplin film,
Modern Times is a splendid document of how people experience the
closed-down machine industry in
the Ruhr Area.
» Workers leaving the factory

Harun Farocki, Duitsland 1995,
36 min.
Language: English
The history of workers leaving the
factory, based on twelve film fragments, ranging from the original
Lumière film, which looks more like
a farm than a factory, to Marilyn
Monroe, who looks more like a princess than a factory girl.
» Workers leaving the factory
(again)

Katharina Gruzei, Oostenrijk 2012,
11 min.
Language: not applicable
A dance film announcing the end
of the industrial era in a fitting way.
The dancers move elegantly towards
the factory exit, a reference to the
first film by the Lumière brothers:
Workers leaving the factory.
» Workers leaving the
factory in Dubai

Ben Russell, USA 2008, 8 min.
Language: not applicable
The Lumière factory built in 1895
in Dubai was replaced in 2008 by a
construction site. But nothing else
seems to have changed very much.
Shorts programme:
Beauty of Decay
82 min.
Saturday at 15.15
» A brief history of collapses

Mariam Ghani, USA 2012, 22 min.
Language: not applicable
Fascinating split-screen shooting
of the new Fridericianum museum
in Kassel, Germany, and the Dar
ul-Aman palace, entirely destroyed,
in Kabul. The one was once a ruin,
now rebuilt, the other was formerly
part of an ambitious new city, now
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in ruins.
» Baumeister

Claudia Larcher, Oostenrijk 2012,
10 min.
Language: not applicable
The ORF studio in Dornbirn is a TV
city designed by architect Gustav
Peichl between 1969 and 1972. An
extremely atmospheric film, both
in sound and image.
» Hotel Room

Berndt Oppl, Oostenrijk 2011, 6 min.
Language: not applicable
That is what happens if you leave
the airco on in your hotel room.
» Iceland Objects

Rudolfas Levulis & Paulius Mazuras,
Litouwen 2013, 8 min.
A video painting in which the Icelandic landscape setting is the backdrop for random objects that have
been left behind by their owners.

» Marquise

Andreu Meixide, Spanje 2012, 13 min.
Language: Spanish, English subtitles
The marquise lives in the last city
palace in Barcelona that is still used
as a home. The film shows us daily
life in the dilapidated palace, almost
without seeing the marquise herself.
A picture of an era frozen in time.
» Paperwork

Sasha Pirker, Oostenrijk 2012, 15
min.
Language: not applicable
Paper production in a splendid factory by Oscar Niemeyer. The film
portrays in image and sound the division between the activities in their
office and on the factory floor.
» Sick Building

Berndt Oppl, Oostenrijk 2012, 7 min.
Language: not applicable
A truly literal version of the Sick
Building syndrome.
Shorts programme:
movements
79 min.
Sunday at 15.00
» A2-life along the highway

Han Savelkoel, Nederland 2012,
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24 min.
Language: Dutch
Against the background of the constantly-changing landscape of the
A2 motorway, portraits of inhabitants, holiday-makers and professionals paint a picture of life along
the A2. A life of noise and freedom,
of particulate matter and beauty, of
sorrow and happiness.
» Crossing points

Lucy Harris, USA 2012, 14 min.
Language: not applicable (n.v.t.)
Graceful choreography of two fencers in the empty Berlin Olympic
stadium (1936).
» Home

Thomas Gleeson, Nieuw-Zeeland
2012, 11 min.
Language: not applicable
Much-praised short revealing the
essential difference between a
house and a home.
» Kreis WR Neustadt A to A

Johann Lurf, Oostenrijk, 2011, 5 min.
Language: not applicable
From his Vespa the filmmaker has
filmed hundreds of roundabouts
creating an entertaining catalogue
of local eyesores.
» Reconnaissance

Johann Lurf, Oostenrijk, 2012, 5
min.
Language: not applicable
Silent observation of monumental concrete structures round an
abandoned reservoir. The use of an
extremely-long lens creates a new
perception.
» Unsupported Transit

Zachary Formwalt, Nederland 2011,
15 min.
Language: not applicable
Fascinating time-lapse shots of the
construction of the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange, a design by Rem Koolhaas. A simultaneous ode to and
criticism of time-lapse photography
because it literally obliterates the
work of the unpaid workers – the
real economy.
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SPecial PRogRammeS
@ lantaRenVenSteR
thursday oct 10
Friday oct 11
saturday oct 12
sunday oct 13

kaarTen Voor € 9 onLine en biJ de kaSSa Van
LanTarenVenSTer VerkriJgbaar

sPecial:
inFormele steden
The AFFR, in collaboration with
the iHS (institute for Housing
and urban Development Studies)
has compiled a programme with
shorts all featuring the latest
developments in the field of
informal cities. The idea that slums
and informal settlements are the
waste tips of cities, where violence
thrives and despair prevails is not
supported by the facts. informal
cities, where the basis of any
development is formed through
creativity, efficiency and the ability
to do things independently, have
a logic that many urban designers
are unfamiliar with. The film
programme presents examples
from cities all over the world,
from the economy in the slums
of Mumbai to the occupation of
wasteland and vacant garages in
Brussels. in collaboration with iHS
(institute for Housing and urban
Development Studies)
Language: Engelish
Films screened:
» a city Within a city

Cyclixe, Duitsland 2012, 18 min.
Taal: Spanish, English subtitles
When the construction of a skyscraper in Caracas was stopped
twenty years ago, no one could
have expected that this would become the tallest squat in the world.
A film about the fascinating daily

life in a high-rise block without
water or lifts.
» mumbai

Markus Kneer, USA 2013, 18 min.
Taal: English
The slums of Mumbai are intrinsically extremely-efficiently organised and are an important economic factor for the city with over a
million inhabitants. What role can
an architect play in this?
» Wastelanders

Jeanne van Heeswijk &
Marcel van der Meijs, Nederland
2013, 15 min.
Taal: Dutch and French, English
subtitles
Anderlecht is undergoing a rapid transformation, waste and
wasteland dominate the urban
environment. The occupants have
their own ways of reclaiming these
unused spaces. Wastelanders is a
collection of eleven interviews with
occupants, several of which are
screened.
Friday 13.30 hrs
sPecial:
kultur = kaPital
Wilhelminapier is the newest
cultural cluster in Rotterdam
and, thanks to the city’s active
spatial policy, home to five cultural
institutions. They have the wonderful job of creating a cultural
scene on the pier. Not so long
ago, Wilhelminapier became an
exciting cultural breeding ground
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with trendy pop-up restaurants
and legendary parties. Now it has
undergone a huge transition from
an informal to a formal location,
from unplanned to planed, from
unorganized to organized. That
prompted AFFR to compare the
various stages in the development
of cultural spaces in Rotterdam
and Berlin, two cities of culture,
through film fragments and conversations. Berlin is famed for its
club scene, its lack of closing times
and its many sanctuaries for culture. Rotterdam is where all sorts
of things — BAR, Perron and Biergarten — are suddenly happening
on the city’s most expensive office
locations. The relation between
city development, self-organization
and cultural space is explained
using film footage of the music
and club scene in both cities. in
collaboration with Vereniging
Deltametropool and Nederlands
Fotomuseum
Language: English
Friday 13.45 hrs
sPecial:
het rotterdams dna
Now that the crisis is still ongoing, various levels of government,
including the municipality of
Rotterdam, are looking urgently
towards inhabitants and businesses
to lend a helping hand with the
development of the city. Looking
back at Rotterdam’s long history,
this has been the rule rather than
the exception. The prominent role
of enterprising port barons and innovative citizens is to this very day
clearly visible in the city. it was not
until the seventies that the municipality and the state became heavily
involved in urban planning. Now in
2013, how far is the government
prepared to loosen its hold and
cautiously resume its backing of
private initiatives? After the film
there will be a discussion about new
urban developments with three
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guests directly involved. Leendert
Bikker, Chairman of EDBR (Economic Development Board Rotterdam) will chair the proceedings.
In collaboration with EDBR
Language: Dutch
Friday 16.00 hrs
special:
Late Night Talkshow
AFFR: De stad in film
Why do cities become film cities?
How is the architecture or the
urban landscape deployed cinematographically? And how does
the city represented relate to the
real city and its social and material
development? In the AFFR Late
Night on Saturday 12 October,
and with the aid of film fragments,
interviews, discussions and a mini-lecture, we will examine the city
as a décor and personage: about
the hallmarks of the ideal film city
and the historical influence of
film on the metropolitan image of
Rotterdam. Author Ernest van der
Kwast will host the evening.
Language: English and Dutch
Saturday 21.30 hrs
special:
Celluloid Skyline
Lezing James Sanders
We are proud to welcome James
Sanders, author of Celluloid
Skyline, a “must-read” book about
New York in films. In Celluloid
Skyline Sanders writes about
the interaction between city and
film, how they hold a mirror up to
each other, influence each other
and learn from each other. With
examples from Taxi Driver, Rear
Window, Dead End and Skyscraper
Souls, over the years the fantasy
city and the real city have merged:
cocktail parties on roof tops,
peeping at the neighbours and hairraising chases in subways, are you
in the film or is it real? The talk in
English is illustrated with a wealth
of film fragments. In collaboration
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with Stichting Hoogbouw
Language: English
gerelateerde films: 16 Acres, Men
at Lunch, Skyscraper Souls, Late
Night Talkshow
Saturday 15.30 hrs
special:
Urban Transformations
in Africa
For the second time AFFR,
together with the Amsterdam
film festival, is programming
Africa in the Picture and African
Architecture Matters, a series of
films about current developments
in African cities. Filmmakers and
experts discuss the consequences
of migration, informal economy
and self-regulation for the African
city and the way in which film
throws light on these themes.In
collaboration with Africa in the
Picture and African Architecture
Matters
Language: English
Films screened:
» Jonah

Kibwe Tavares van Factory Fifteen,
London 2013, 18 min.
Taal: English
Prachtig gemaakte animatiefilm
van het Londense collectief Factory Fifteen, waarin Mbwana op
bijzondere wijze de stad Zanzibar in
de vaart der volkeren opstuwt.
» Africa Shafted

Ingrid Martens, België 2011, 55 min.
Taal: English
An amazing animation film in
which two youngsters in Zanzibar
inadvertently photograph a gigantic fish turning their town into a
big tourist attraction. About the
craving for progress and the consequences for a town.
Sunday 15.00 hrs
special:
skyscraper cinema
programma
This year a special high-rise
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programme has been compiled
in collaboration with Stichting
Hoogbouw. The history of highrise, the ambitions, traditions,
failures and transformations are
revealed in five films and a talk by
James Sanders. In collaboration
with Stichting Hoogbouw.
Related films: 16 Acres,
Men at Lunch, Reaching for the Sky,
Skyscraper Souls, The Pruitt Igoe
Myth, Celluloid Skyline-lezing James
Sanders
special:
Studentenprogramma
In collaboration with the Academie
van Bouwkunst Rotterdam
(Streetwise programme) and
the Universiteit van Amsterdam
(Moderner than modern
programme) a number of films
have been selected that are a
“must” for all architecture, history
of architecture and urban design
students. The films provide an
international and historical context
for the discipline. What is the
difference between Western and
non-Western urban development,
how do designers supervise
bottom-up initiatives and how
should we approach the reuse
and restoration of buildings? In
collaboration with Academie van
Bouwkunst Rotterdam, University
of Amsterdam
Related films: City:Hall, Haus
Tugendhat, If you built it, Informal
cities, The Competition, The Human
Scale, with an interview with Sjoerd
Soeters.
special:
Foyer talkshow
Each evening Jord den Hollander
talks to filmmakers and designers
about the films screened during
the AFFR.
Admission: free
Language: English
Friday 21.30 hrs, Saturday 18.30
hrs, Sunday 20.30 hrs.
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sPecial:
Foyer exPositie
The foyer will host a continuous
screening of trailers and other
short films as well as an exhibition
about the work of photographers.
A special attraction is the
installation and film entitled A
book of Architecture and other
Music, about the pop-up book
made by artist Ellen Vomberg
for the Prospero’s Books by Peter
Greenaway. This book will also be
exhibited.
admission: free
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outdooR PRogRamme
lantaRenVenSteR
thursday oct 10
Friday oct 11 okt
saturday oct 12 okt
sunday oct 13 okt

oPeninG aFFr in
Fenixloods 1
To celebrate Time Machine, the
theme of this edition, we are
opening at a venue spanning the
past and the future: Fenixloods
1 on Katendrecht, Rotterdam.
The site, where the AFFR is once
again being held this year, is rough
and un-reclaimed, comparable
with the state of Wilhelminapier
twenty years ago. The opening
film is the world première of
The Competition, a film about
a design competition between
star architects struggling with an
unusual assignment, but chiefly
with vain clients full of high hopes.
A celebration of recognition, a
discomforting reflection on the
architectural profession.
Platform31 is holding an open day
for clients prior to the opening.
in collaboration with Platform31
and ProperStok.
Location: Fenixloods 1,
Veerlaan 9-13, Rotterdam
For invitees. Tickets for members
of the public cost €9 and can be
reserved on the AFFR website.
You can pay by PiN or cash at the
entrance to the warehouse.
Language: Engelish
Film: The competition
thursday oct 10, 20.30 hrs
style tv rooms With the
aFFr and PeePinG at the
neiGhbours
An exciting book that is read in
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secret under the bed clothes with
a torch is even more exciting – and
the same applies to film. How
and where you watch the film
greatly influences its experiential
value. Consequently, within
the framework of Peeping at
the Neighbours, the AFFR has
furnished and fitted out a number
of period rooms in respectable
houses and apartments for sale
in Rotterdam. in these period
rooms episodes from a number
of TV series over several seasons
are screened, series featuring the
most extreme aspects of the city
and urban society. The series are:
Batman, Dexter, Mad Men, The
Love Boat, and Breaking Bad.
in collaboration with Archiguides
and Rotterdam.info
Location: departure from
Rotterdam.info Coolsingel 195-197
(Binnenwegplein entrance)
Admission free, apply via
the website www.rotterdamarchiguides.nl
admission: free
apply via the website:
www.rotterdam-archiguides.nl
Language: Nederlands
sat. 12 october, 13.00 hrs
time machine bustour
rotterdam
Especially for the AFFR AiR,
the Architecture Centre of
Rotterdam, has programmed a
journey through time – fifty years
of Rotterdam. During this coach
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trip film images from promotional
films, documentaries, dramas and
news reports alternate with the
reality. Rotterdam, a city that has
inspired filmmakers, is portrayed
in visual eras and compared to
the contemporary city. “Widelyknown” locations take on a new
aspect.
Personal views, fiction and
interviews present a varied picture
of Rotterdam. The film images of
Rotterdam also portray post-war
optimism, but also the decline of
the city and the renewed focus
on an “ideal” society. The tour
presents a varied picture of the
representation of Rotterdam,
alternating between the poetic
and tragic and the realistic and
humoristic. By simultaneously
focusing on the present, the time
travellers see how Rotterdam is
continuously changing.
In collaboration with AIR Architect
Centre of Rotterdam
Location: LantarenVenster
information desk
Tickets: Tickets can be reserved via
AFFR.NL, payment in the foyer at
the AFFR information desk € 9
Language: Dutch
Fri. 11, Sat. 12, Sun. 13 October
Time Machine bike tour
Post-war cinemas with an
alternative function
he Rotterdam Archiguides take
the cyclists time travelling to
places where, not so very long
ago, films were screened. The
post-war cinemas excelled in niche
screenings of westerns, homoerotic films and news cinema to
Imax. In the eighties scaling-up
with megaplexes forced the small
cinemas to close. They currently
serve as boutiques, casinos or
bookshops. But, as is the case with
time machines, time repeats itself –
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but in different ways. In 2013 once
again small-scale film initiatives
are popping up all over the place as
counterparts to the large cinema
complexes. The bike tour starts in
Gouvernestraat – at the former
Lantaren/Venster and ends, of
course, at the new LantarenVenster
on Wilhelminapier.
In collaboration with Archiguides
Starting point: Gouvernestraat
133, Rotterdam, einde
LantarenVenster
Kaarten: can be reserved via AFFR.
NL, payment in the foyer at the
AFFR information desk foyer € 9
or at the starting point.
Language: Dutch
Fri. 11, Sat. 12, Sun. 13 October
13.00 hrs
Villa Tugendhat
exhibition and talk
The Tsjechisch Centrum is
organising a full programme about
Villa Tugendhat (Brno, 1930),
designed by Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe. Tomáš Rusín and Ivan Wahla
from RAW, a Czech architectural
firm, who were involved in the
restoration of Villa Tugendhat,
guide visitors round an expansive
exhibition about the history of
this famous villa that is considered
one of the high points of modern
architecture. Paul Meurs, professor
of restoration at Delft University
of Technology will give a talk
directly after the tour, followed
by a screening of the Czech
documentary Villa Tugendhat –
Hart van onyx (R. O. Kallus, 2012).
In collaboration with Tsjechisch
Centrum
Location: Tsjechisch Centrum,
Westersingel 9, Rotterdam
Admission: free
Language: English
Sunday Oct 13, 14.00 hrs
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12.30

13.00

13.30

Zaal/cinema

12.00

13.00

13.30

14.00

14.00

14.30

kleiburg,
de laatste
bijlmerflat

14.30

nude descending
he human
a building
scale
j.l.sert

12.30

sunday 13.10.2013

Zaal/cinema

12.00

saturday 12.10.2013

What do you do in times of crisis? Explore new
avenues and look beyond the end of your nose. That
is precisely the idea behind GRAS Kennisboo(s)t:
an in-depth refresher course for city enthusiasts,
full of lectures and classes on architecture, planning,
sociology, city and landscape. In just under a week,
from Thursday 24 through Wednesday 30 October,
countless experts will gather in Groningen to share
their unique stories about the city and landscape.
The festival weekend is packed with wonderful
AFFR films and documentaries about architecture,
urbanism and the city.

AFFR in collaboration with Platform GRAS and
Groninger Forum
26 and 27 October 2013

15.00

15.00

16.00

16.00
promo hoog
catherijne
The gruen effect

15.30

unfinished italy
herzog & de meuron
diller scofidio

15.30

16.30

16.30

18.00

17.30

18.00

paperwork
lost rivers

17.30

marquise
haus tugendhat

17.00

17.00

18.30

18.30

The highlights: Kleiburg, on the battle for the last
block of flats in the Bijlmer district; Conversations
in Milton Keynes, on the best-known New Town in
England; 16 Acres, a disturbing account of proposals
for the emotionally charged construction site
where the WTC towers once stood in New York;
Haus Tugendhat, on Mies van der Rohe’s most
beautiful villa in Brno; and The Human Scale, on
life in a megacity. All feature films are preceded by
wonderful short films.
Come along, join in and catch up just like that!

In the film theatres of ForumImages you can
find out more about the hidden roots of the city,
new possibilities for urban renewal, the reuse of
vacant buildings, experimental and sustainable
living communes, and the difficult struggle with big
projects — all highly topical subjects in Groningen
too.

19.00

19.00

19.30

19.30

20.30

20.30
first stone age city
16 acres

20.00

newton Garth
conversations in
milton keynes

20.00

21.00

21.00

21.30

22.00

22.00

prora
drop city

21.30

22.30

22.30

Please note that the films are NOT subtitled in
Dutch and that the language of the film festival is
English.
You can find the full film programme at:
www.forumimages.nl

Admission: day-ticket: € 20
Weekend ticket: € 30
Single film ticket: € 5.50
Make sure to use your day-ticket or weekend ticket
to reserve a film ticket at the box office before each
screening you wish to attend.

AFFR Groningen location: ForumImages,
Hereplein 73, 9711 GD, Groningen
T: 050-3120433 (box office/reservations)
GRAS Kennisboo(s)t location: Bloemsingel 1001,
9714 AX, Groningen
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12.30

13.00

13.30

Zaal/cinema

12.00

12.30

13.00

13.30

sunday 13.10.2013

Zaal/cinema

12.00

14.00

14.00

saturday 12.10.2013
15.00

15.00

one man village

14.30

15.30

15.30

16.30

16.00

17.00

17.00

the space
available

16.30

unfinished spaces

16.00

18.00

17.30

18.30

19.00

19.30

19.30
unfinished
italy

19.00

21.00

20.30

21.00

haus tugendhat

20.30

the human scale

20.00

20.00

21.30

21.30

22.00

22.00

Please note that the films are NOT subtitled in
Dutch and that the language of the film festival is
English.

Location SCHUNCK*:
Glaspaleis, Bongerd 18, 6411 JM Heerlen
SCHUNCK* is selling a number of tickets (day and
weekend packages) including meals for the festival.
For more information and reservations, check the
website: www.schunck.nl

In addition to the programme in the film theatre,
short films on a host of subjects will be screened in
the foyer of SCHUNCK*.

kleiburg, de laatste bijlmerflat

18.30

dinner event

18.00

dinner event

17.30

SCHUNCK* is screening films and documentaries
from at home and abroad that display an affinity with
the context of Heerlen. The programme addresses
various themes within architecture and urbanism
today, including strategies for vacant buildings, the
development of megaprojects, and the increasing
volume of advertising in the public realm.

le paysage
interieur

14.30

The AFFR satellite festival in Heerlen enjoys its
première this year. SCHUNCK* will host a weekend
full of film screenings centred on the theme of
‘landscape as time machine’, a nod to the AFFR
theme of the city as a time machine. Heerlen is
located in the Meuse-Rhine Euroregion, a densely
populated landscape area that includes parts of the
Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. Many towns lie
close to one another here, although that proximity is

AFFR in collaboration with SCHUNCK*
26/27 October

seldom perceptible owing to the impressive landscape
all around. The location and the ambition of the
towns ensure plenty of dynamism. As a result, the
region, along with its landscape, is in a constant state
of flux. Initiatives such as IBA2020 are helping to
strengthen the identity of this region, and landscape
and buildings are now developed in unison.
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HARPA@REYKJAVIK
TOWN M @ MAGNITOGORSK
LOST RIVERS @ TORONTO
DROP CITY
THE PRUITT IGOE MYTH@ST.LOUIS
IF YOU BUILT IT@NORTH CAROLINA

TLATELOLOCA@MEXICO CITY

MAN MADE PLACE @ KANGBASHI
FALLEN CITY @ BEICHUAN

UNFINISHED SPACES@HAVANA

CAOS EN LA CIUDAD @ PANAMA

CITY:HALL @ SEOUL
INTERCALARY SPACE @ TOKYO
REACHING FOR THE SKY@GUANGZHOU

SPECIAL: INFORMAL CITIES@MUMBAI

SPECIAL: INFORMAL CITIES@CARACAS

NEIGHBOURING SOUNDS @ RECIFE

THE WORLD

JERUSALEMA, GANGSTER’S PARADISE @ JOHANNESBURG
SPECIAL: URBAN TRANSFORMATIONS IN AFRICA

NEW YORK

THE HUMAN SCALE @ CHRISTCHURCH

KLEIBURG, DE LAATSTE BIJLMERFLAT @ AMSTERDAM
SPECIAL: CELLULOID SKYLINE BY JAMES SANDERS
THIS SPACE AVAILABLE
SKYSCRAPER SOULS
THE CITY DARK

CONVERSATIONS IN MILTON KEYNES
THE PEDWAY@LONDON
ROTTERDAM 2040
SPECIAL: LATE NIGHT TALKSHOW CITIES IN FILM
SPECIAL: HET ROTTERDAMS DNA
THE COMPETITION@ANDORRA
RECONVERSÃO @ BRAGA

THE CHRONICLES OF THE LAST TEMPLE@RIGA
WORK HARD, PLAY HARD@HAMBURG
VORRATSKAMMER@BERLIN
SPECIAL: KULTUR=KAPITAL@BERLIN
HAUS TUGENDHAT@BRNO
LE PAYSAGE INTERIEUR @ LAUSANNE
DON GIOVANNI @ VICENZA
NINA@ROME
UNFINISHED ITALY

DILLER SCOFIDIO
MEN AT LUNCH

EUROPE

16 ACRES
MODERN TIDE @ LONG ISLAND

GRONINGEN
26 EN 27 OKTOBER 2013

G
ROTTERDAM CENTRAL STATION
METRO, TRAM, BUS

ARCHITECTS
DE SCHOOL ALS STAD:
HERMAN HERTZBERGER

TENTOONSTELLING/LEZING VILLA TUGENDHAT
TSJECHISCH CENTRUM
WESTERSINGEL 9
STIJLKIJKEN MET GLUREN BIJ DE BUREN
COOLSINGEL 195-197

EAMES, THE ARCHITECT AND THE PAINTER:
CHARLES & RAY EAMES
IN CONTEXT:
GUNNAR DAAN & COR KALFSBEEK

J.L.SERT, A NOMADIC LIFE

LUCIEN HERVÉ
MARGARET STAAL-KROPHOLLER

VERTREKPUNT FIETSTOUR
TIME MACHINE
GOUVERNESTRAAT 133

WATERTAXI
LEUVENHAVEN

ROTTERDAM

MENDELSOHN’S INCESSANT VISIONS: 
ERICH MENDELSOHN
WATERTAXI
VEERHAVEN

THE GRUEN EFFECT: VICTOR GRUEN

THE HUMAN SCALE: JAN GEHL

WILHELMINAPLEIN
METRO, TRAM, BUS

FESTIVAL@LANTARENVENSTER
OTTO REUCHLINWEG 996
WATERTAXI
HOTEL NEW YORK

VERTREKPUNT BUSTOUR
TIME MACHINE ROTTERDAM

THE MAN WHO PRINTS HOUSES: 
ENRICO DINI

OPENING AFFR2013
FENIXLOODS 1
VEERLAAN 9-13

TIME
The Time Machine in alphabetic order

H HEERLEN

26 EN 27 OKTOBER 2013
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Practical information
AFFR festival venue

LantarenVenster
Otto Reuchlinweg 996
(Wilhelminapier)
3072 MD Rotterdam

AFFR ∕ 2013

collected 30 minutes before the
film starts. Tickets not collected will
be sold.
Ticket sales from box
office

Ticket sales

The box office at LantarenVenster
opens every day 30 minutes before
the first film starts. The box office
closes 15 minutes after the start of
the last film. You can pay by PIN
or cash.

Prices

Reservations for special
programmes
at other venues

AFFR opening film venue

Fenixloods 1
Veerlaan 9-13
3016 CJ Rotterdam

Ticket sales start on Monday 30
September.
Entrance to each film or special
programme: € 9 / € 7.50
(reduction)
Day ticket: € 25
Reduced prices available upon
presentation of student OVchipkaart, CJP card or 65+ card.
Online film tickets

You can buy, but not reserve,
tickets online for films at
LantarenVenster up to one hour
before films start. You will find
direct links to online ticket sales
next to each film programme
listed on both the AFFR.nl and
LantarenVenster.nl sites.
After paying, you will receive an
email with a barcode. Print this
ticket so that it can be scanned at
the cinema. If you buy tickets with
a LV-card reduction, the code on
your card will be scanned, so make
sure you can present your card at
the cinema. You can pay online by
iDeal or credit card. You can buy a
maximum of eight tickets at a time.
Film ticket reservations

You can reserve tickets by phone
every day from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. at
010 - 277 22 77.
A 50-cent surcharge is added for
each reservation (not for each
ticket).
All reserved tickets must be

You can reserve tickets for special
programmes at venues other than
LantarenVenster through the
AFFR.nl website. You can pay
for and collect your tickets at the
AFFR information desk in the
foyer during the festival. Tickets
not collected will be sold 15 before
the start of the programme.
Day tickets and tickets for
special programmes

During the festival, the AFFR
information desk in the
LantarenVenster foyer will sell
day tickets and tickets for special
programmes at other venues. For
a day ticket, immediately select all
films on that day. You can pay by
PIN or cash.
Access LantarenVenster

Public transport
Metro: Line D (Calandlijn) to
Wilhelminaplein metro station.
Tram: Lines 20, 23 and 25. Exit at
Wilhelminaplein stop.
From Wilhelminaplein it is a
5-minute walk to LantarenVenster
Ferry: ferries to Hotel New York
on Wilhelminapier depart regularly
from Leuvenhaven (€ 3.60 p.p.)
and Veerhaven (€ 2.90 p.p.) every
day. Waiting time is maximum 15
minutes. Departures on Thursday
and Sunday until midnight, Friday

P.
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and Saturday until 1 a.m.
Water taxi: Hotel New York and
Luxor stops (phone in advance).
Car parks

Various car parks are situated
around LantarenVenster. Street
parking is pay only from Monday
to Saturday from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
and on Sunday from 12 noon to 11
p.m. Street parking costs €0.50
per 10 minutes. Ticket machines
accept payment by Chipknip, credit
card or mobile phone. The nearest
Chipknip loading station is located
next to the Nieuwe Luxor.
World Port Center car
park (P3)

Exit tickets for the car park of
the World Port Center (P3) are
available from the box office at
LantarenVenster. The car park
entrance is open from 6:30 a.m. to
11:30 p.m. The car park exit is open
24 hours a day.
Maastoren car park
(Wilhelminakade 101)

The Maastoren car park is open 24
hours a day. Exit tickets are on sale
for € 8.50 from LantarenVenster.
Take a ticket when entering the car
park and do not pay by credit card.
To enter the car park again, use this
ticket to open the pedestrian door
to the car park on Wilhelminakade.
Please note than the car exit is not
the same as the car entrance.
WiFi

LantarenVenster offers a free
WiFi network.

BLOKKENSCHEMA

doNDERDAG/
thuRSDAY
10.10.2013
vrijdag/
friday
11.10.2013
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11.30
fenixloods

12.00

12.30

13.00

13.30

14.00

14.30

15.00

15.30

16.00

16.30

17.00

12.00

12.30

13.00

13.30

14.00

14.30

15.00

15.30

16.00

16.30

17.00

1

11.30
Zaal/cinema

1

Zaal/cinema

3

Zaal/cinema

4

Zaal/cinema

6

the dark city

lost rivers

special:
informal cities

j.l.sert
shorts programme:
architecture for
dummies

panca populare
de school
als stad

time machine
bus tour

foyer
gouvernestraat

zaterdag/
saturday
12.10.2013

time machine BIKE tour

11.30
Zaal/cinema

1

Zaal/cinema

3

Zaal/cinema

4

Zaal/cinema

6

12.00

12.30

13.00

13.30

14.00

14.30

15.30

16.00

17.00

special:
celluloid skyline
by james sanders

tlatelolco

fallen city

shorts programme:
workers leaving
the factory

shorts programme:
the beauty of decay
time machine
bus tour

time machine BIKE tour
stijlkijken met Gluren bij de buren
Style TV rooms @ Peeping at the Neighbours

rotterdam.info

11.30

12.00

12.30

13.00

13.30

14.00

14.30

15.00

15.30

16.00

Zaal/cinema

1

the competition

nina

Zaal/cinema

3

vorratskammer

urban transformations
in africa

Zaal/cinema

4

Zaal/cinema

6

lucien hervÉ

gouvernestraat

16.30

17.00

special:

man made
place
uitzicht voor de geest
in context

margaret
staal- kropholler
shorts programme:
movements
time machine
bus tour

foyer

tsjechisch
centrum

16.30

kleiburg, de laatste
bijlmerflat

modern tide

gouvernestraat
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15.00

this space available

foyer

zondag/
sunday
13.10.2013

special:
het rotterdams
dna

special:
kultur = KAPITAL

time machine BIKE tour
lezing / LECTURE / EXPO
haus tugendhat
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eam
a

TIMETABLE

17.00

17.30

18.00

18.30

19.00

19.30

20.00

20.30

21.00

21.30

22.00

22.30

23.00

the competition

17.00

17.30

18.00

rs

18.30

19.00

19.30

20.00

20.30

21.00

21.30

three walls
work hard, play hard

sert

22.00

gramme:
ure for
mies

22.30

00.00

00.30

01.00

23.30

00.00

00.30

01.00

the time machine in
alphabetic order

unfinished spaces

sizigia
reconversÃo

we still remember
what remains
unfinished italy

23.00

structures of air
the man who
prints houses

building rotterdam
men at lunch

if you built it

23.30

openingsfeest

haus tugendhathe human scale

special:
t rotterdams
dna

rotterdam 2040
herzog &
de meuron
diller scofidio

city: hall
foyer
talkshow

16.30

17.00

17.30

18.00

18.30

19.00

19.30

20.00

reaching for
the sky

aatste
at

21.00

21.30

22.30

23.00

23.30

00.00

00.30

01.00

the time machine in
alphabetic order

special:
late night
talkshow
le paysage
interieur

16 acres
estate
the pedway, elevating
london

newton Garth
conversations in
milton keynes

22.00

prora
drop city

promo hoog catherijne
utopia 3
the gruen effect

mendelsohn’s
incessant visions

ramme:
f decay

20.30

harpa

dom novoga byta
town m

yline
ders

Megalomania
caos en la ciudad

foyer
talkshow

16.30

17.00

17.30

18.00

18.30

16 acres

19.00

19.30

20.00

20.30

21.00

21.30

the pruitt igoe myth

jerusalema
the absent column
the chronicles of the
last temple

eames, the architect
and the painter

22.00

22.30

23.00

23.30

00.00

00.30

l

h enjoy a
e f
estiv

t

:
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01.00

don giovanni
skyhouse
intercalary space

the human scale

neighbouring sounds
we still remember
what remains
unfinished italy

home
kleiburg, de laatste bijlmerflat

liberty
skyscraper souls
foyer
talkshow

* documentaire | documentary * speelfilm | film * speciaal programma | special programme
* shortsprogramma | shorts programme * foyer / buitenprogramma | lobby / outdoor programme
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